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The Red Flame by Mail to You
In response to hundreds of requests, from almost every state in America,
from Canada and from Mexico, THE RED FLAME bas decided to accept
subscriptions for six months, beginning with this, the January issue. The
price for six numbers by mail, prepaid, will be $1.50, a. twenty percent saving
to you if you are buying THE RED FLAME regularly.

TBE RED FLAME will continue t-0 be offered for sale a.t thousands of
news stands the country over, but if you prefer to have it delivered to you
direct, in a plain wrapper, mail prepaid, remit by certified check, money order
or draft, $1.50 to THE RED FLAME, BISMARCK, N. D., and you will receive the next six numbers, AND THEY WILL BE WARM ONES.
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If you believe in the principles which THE RED FLAME stands for,
we suggest that you mail single copies, or a six-months subscription to friends
who may be in the dark as to the RED REVOLUTION which America soon
must face, if we do not bestir ourselves. Copies will be mailed direct from
this office, or to you, as you prefer.

We firmly believe that every reader gained by THE RED FLAME, which
in three months has achieved, without advertising of any kind, an international circulation of tens of thousands of copies, means a spike in the coffin
of BOLSHEVISM. If you are of the same mind, help us get copies of THE
RED FLAME into the hands of men who need it 1
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THE RED FLA'" IE is the only organ in · existence in America
today \'hich is r dfcally opposing Bolshevism.
THE RED FLA. IE, through its radicalism on the side of law
and order, ls seeking to call the attention of America to the
radicalism which would destroy all law and order.
THE RED FLAME is published at the seat of the most radical
movement in America.

Number 3

\.merica, when the truth must stand forth, bare, naked and unashamed.
THiiJ RED FLAME asks you, if you are interested in exposing
the truth about the BOLSHEVIST movement which is now u~de
way in America, to buy a copy, or a dozen copies, for friends
whom you feel should be aroused.
THE RED FLAME asks you, if you are a RED, if you are
uncontrovertibly devoted to Socialism, to Revolution and Destruction, to read no further, because it is our purpose to hurt
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'l'HE RED FLAME is telling the truth about that movement.
IF IT WERE NOT THE SOCIALIST GOVERNMENT OF NORTH
DAKOTA WOULD IMMEDIATELY AVAIL ITSELF OF THE
AUTOCRATIC POWER WHICH IT POSSESSES TO SUPPRESS
ANY ORGAN OR INDIVIDUAL OR ASSOCIATION WHICH
DARES OPPOSE ITS RULE.
THE RED FLAME does not pose as parlor literature.
THE RED FLAME attempts to appeal to men with GUTS.
THE RED FLAME has no apology to make if it ofrends you
with its bare, naked truths.
THE RED FLAME feels that the time has come, here in
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your feelings, and with YOU, and all of YOUR kind, The Red
Flame will ask and give no quarter.
THE RED FLAME sells for thirty cents the copy, or will be
mailed prepaid for six months for $1.50.
THE RED FLAME will not be suppressed; if necessary, its
publication office will be removed to some state not yet dominated by the REDS, but, wherever it may be published, THE
RED FLAME will continue to tell the truth about a movement
which is threatening the very existence of our government and
our homes.
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A mor awful tyranny than the
ol h vi t state which the
socialistic ma t r of Torth Dakota are eulogizing, and toward
'hi h many a cl v lopment of the three years of ronpartisan
rule in this tate has se med to tr nd wa n ver devised by mind
of man.
The Bolsh vist ideal state would tifle the soul and mind of
the individual more completely than the narrowe t nd mo t
degrading of "spiritual" cults, and would deliver his body and
all his posse sions to an abject and hopeless slavery.
All would belong to the tate. Every man would have to
work to the age Of 64, and nil "ork~ · ·illrcl and 1insk.illed, hon • t
and di ·)mu t., incer and in inccre, ~ould be consid red of
equal ya)n(', and would receive the amc rcnrnneratlon in the
shape of a ration of some kind, and the "u e" of one of the
state's , ·on1en for three hours three times each week. That
Yomnn mi lit b t 1e ·if of tM indl idunl Qr of om oth r
indMdual-IT WOULD NOT MATTER.

SA.Y, E"RA<;,u5,w11AT
Ae>ou, D\5 HE:RE"
FREE LO\/ E: OE FOL\<.)
ARE AL\.. l'AL\(\HG
ABOUT?

HILDRE 01• THE TATE, ancl would apportion th labor of
the stat to produce it. THERE wour.,n BE TO RELIGION,
FOR, AS rm TH DAKOTA HILDRE
M Y row LEAR
THROUGH THE BOL HEVI T ST TF... LIBRARY, "BELIEF
LT GOD ND THE DEVIL RETARD PROGRE , A.TD THE
ESTR TIO r OF RELIGION IS S ESSE TIAL AS TH T
OJ."' THE LA SES."
In the destruction of religion the Soviets council of orth
Dakota already has advanced a long
ay, and through it
BLACK FIVE it is expected to make much more rapid progres .
The day may not be far distant when, as in Russia today, tile
teachin of tho ford of God will J made a elouy punl ltnble
by impr1 ~011meut or death.
"The state, by undertaking education, would save the children
from this pernicious superstition," ~rites Hagbert Wright,
who has collected his data entirely from Bolshevist pamphlets.
In orth Dakota the Soviets government has already completely
taken over the education of our children, calmly ignoring th
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Aud ov r this tyr. nny, dominating it absolutely as Arthur C.
Townley, Walter Thomas Mills and nm Lemke, with their
BLACK COMMITTEE may dominate life and property and
liberty in . . orth Dakota today, would be masters of the same
degree of intelligence and the same amount of scruples as
these Russian Reds and their hirelings.
Money would be abolished in the process of "confiscation,"
and in its place would be a system of "tickets" to be obtained
only through forced labor and to be exchanged for food, shelter
and the u. e of tile tate's women in such manner as the state
may from day to day decree. A central bureau would decide
what should be the output in the necessities of life, Ii: CLUDING

wJll of the ma.jorJty and . trlpping a con tltutional officer of lier
in order to do so.
In North Dakota, too, these words of Mr. Wright's are equally
applicable: "The Bol~hevist leaders are so ignorant of human
nature that they at first hoped to establish their system by the
votes of a great majority and in a constitutional way, but they
acknowledge that this hope has utterly failed them, despite their
unscrupulous efforts to realize it.
"They own that they began by shouting for liberty for all,
'but the time had not come to tell the truth.' They championed
the cause of trade unionism against capital" (in ~orth Dakota it was first the farmer against Big Business) "BUT NOW
JIOWCr
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TO ATY
THE r DEi•Y THE } 1 H1' OJ• FOR 11, TQ U TIO
E., ~CEPT THEM lt.L 7E .
rh n all other mean w re exh ust d th y resorted to brute force. They hacl long for een
that it might be necessary, and had steeled them elves to e ·crt
it on hatever cale and with whatever cruelty ml ht be requisite for the triumph of their fanatical y tern."
That is in Hu la. In 1 orth Dakota, po ibly in thi ste ling process, we have
itn ssed during the recent special
session the creation o a BL K FIVE, the tabli bm nt of a
STATE CO STABULARY, headed by a U to II riff to b a1>·
pointed by tl1e h d of the go-vernor, and to be removed
by him at will, and the ena tm nt of a law h·ing tit
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Directors of

"The Russian peasant (substitute, "the Torth Dakota Farmer") i a terrible ob tacle to a system w ich t ache as fundamental that all land must be held in common," says 'Ir. Wright,
wh reas, he continues, "the moujlk ( uh titute "the orth Dakota farmer") believes in HIS OWN RIGHT TO HIS OWN
FAR
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J
chJef autlwrit to re ort to military orce and to nm ter hlto
Ju armic ,·ery nble-bodied mnn between 1 and 4:',, whenever
he may de ire to confiscate private property for any purpose
whatsoev r, not merely in 1111 emergenry, but when in his own
sweet mind Jae mny Jl'Jlugino an em rgcncy to b J> ndJng. either
in the immediate or distant future.
Again we find an echo of North Dakota Bolshevism in Russian sovietism in .M:r. Wright's declaration that: "Experience
has shown the despotism of the proletariat is insufficient. With
the logic of fanatics, Lenin has proceeded to the despotism of
an individual." (Witness the complete concentration of power
in the head of the North Dakota soviets by the recent special
session, which removed from public boards every state official
elected by the proletariat who had shown a disposition to oppose
the despotism of Townley and Lemke.)
Trotzky and Lenine-Townley and Lemke, is it not an odd
coincidence?

"Trotzky (substitute Townley) long ago discovered that the
dictatorship of the proletariat is only possible with the hegemony
of industry over agriculture A D THAT OF TOWN OVER
VII.. LAGE."

It was about the time that Townley in .1. ·orth Dakota and
Trotzky in Russia may have made this discovery that overtures
were made by Townley to the Agricultural Workers' Union of
the I. W. W. for an agreement with the farmers of North Dakota
for an eight-hour day, time and a half for overtime and double
time for holidays, which proposed closed shop contract of that
day the farmers of North Dakota rejected.
But Townley did not cease his angling for the favor of the
radical organized labor element, which he has at last gained,
and which he will not hesitate to turn against the farmer, if
he is true to Trotzky's creed, when there arrives the time for
the wre ting from the farmer of the land for which he and bis
forefathers have toiled.
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Actual Tiller of the oil Li ten to Evidence in candinavian-American Ban Ca e and ay "G I~TY"
The Ha n en e bad ju t been com1>Iet
nt th tim th Ju·~
ue ent to pr
and for that rea on no dt alled account ,rf.
th trial ould be giver~.
It was originally called on the 17th day of ovember, but Jim
r naban and , Tilli m L<:>mke, coun el for J. H. Hag n, a ke<l
for a continuance until the following Monday, so that th y mtgh<:
better prepare the en e.
n tbe 24th day of ·ovemb r the en

John Flatt, Fargo, . D............................... Farmer
Milton Streck, Alice, . D.........•................... I• rmer
rmtam F. Piper, Fargo, . D....... . ........... Auto Dealer

m rlcan Bank of •ar o, and the nnk \.:
omm rce and
vlng of Duluth, wh reby the • nndinnvlnn
. m ri an Bauk wu able to show on t book a greater en b
re erve due it by tlle uluth Bank than it actually ha . And
1bat by thi ~ device it , ·n able to and did on the 9th dny of S ptember, 1919, represent to the Bank Examiner that It had due

vlr: F"INI) THE" 1)£Fl:1'4t)ENT
Ml?, ~~GA.NI G lJ I L-rV
.
AS C14ARGE:O '.
•

,--

(_

wa called for trial.
A, i.·tant Attorney Generul, Albert E.
, he t , Jr., and W. S. Lnuder, of Wnhpelon, a i ·teu hy \Yillinm
'. Gr en, , tnt
ttorn y of a
ounty, 1·evre · nted tl1
fut•'.
After nn examination of jurors for two <lay , u jnry ntl fac·
tory t the d f( nd1111t wn cmvnncll cl und worn, .Jim l\Innnh ;1
f:;tnt d in hi f_lrgumcnt, h wa~ nh olutely a ti tie<I with v r:
man. He stated to them that he had one challenge left, at the
time they w re <lrnwn, nud if he hntl b en in doubt ns to anr
man, he would have had him excu e<l.
The jury was made up of the following:
Robert Gibb, Fargo, 1 r. D............................. Plumber
Ben Spencer, Fargo, N. D ........................... Mechanic
R. A. Miller, Hunter, N. D ............... ."............. Farmer
F. Solberg, Harwood, N. D........................... Farmer
Ed Sautebin, Davenport, N. D ........................ Farmer
Thomas Peterson, Warren, N. D....................... Farmer
A. A. Pearson, Argusville, N. D ....................... Farmer
G. A. Stevens, Tower City, N. D ............. Agt. Stan.fard Oil
Charles Simons, Fargo, N. D .............. . R. R. Switchman

from other bnuk on it book u a part of it re erve more than
~ 1,000.00, tlrnu it n ·tunlly had. and tor the pur p e of deceiving
th, Rank E.·nmin r unu m11Mng it apvenr that It lrntl n grc 1ter
!"(' 't'V<' than it n tnnlly did hnve it •one •al (1 in the banl·, note3
whi<'lt it r, pr nte I ns having oltl to the Bnuk of ( omm •rce
anu nvinO' nt })uluth, hut which it dlu not ell 111111 which wer
H<:hrnlly in th po ·c ion of the , cundinnvian Ameri<•an Hn11.k
: t' the time th repre ntation were made. The jury were further told thnt the State e.·pected to . how that thi. unlawful
tigreenient by which II. J. Hagen, the Pre ident of the Bank.
fal ely exhibited thi condition of the hank' re erve wa. accomplished by means of letter:~, and other communication , which
1,a sed between the two banks on varion:a:: occasion., and that
the ·e letter. :io-ned by the defendant would ·how the transaction:- just a. they had actually been entered into.
By order of the 8upreme Court the .Attorney General had be.\u
reqn steel to return to the Bnnk Examiner. 0. R Lofthus, the
i('tters which contained the e unlawful aO'r ement..
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tile letter were returned to
ry to ubpo na the officer
the tate h nminer.
0. E. Lofthus, tnte E aminer, te titled that
l tant Attorne.;1
General Albert E. Sheets, Jr., had returned the letters to him
find that he hnd placed them in the bank. Hi te tlmony in part
is
follow :

Yon knew the documents had been returned to the bank?
Yes, sir.
Whn t was done with them if you kno, ?
I do not recall, but I tllink they were put in the vault.
Q.
Yhat did you do your elf with these document ?
A. I think they were left In charge of Mr. Odell.
Q. Wllnt did you ay to him when you turned them over.
A. I do not th~nk that I gave any particular directlone.
Q. You realized their importance at the time.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. The nece~sity of preserving them?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. During all that time you weer in posse sion of the bank
the officers of the bank had access to the records, Mr. Hagen.
Mr. Sherman, Mr. Odell, apd all the rest of them?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. They had acce s to all the records and all the corre pond·
<:nee.
Q.
A.
Q.

om

pl c

wbere

or you to leave these
n a1n t th banklni
th m, n nd di pose ot

heet had told you th y would be important
again t Hagen and Sherman?
T

I

sir.

Q. Mr. Lofthu have you made a earch for the paper and
documents.
A. I did.
Q. Diu you fiud any such letter ?
A. No, sir.
Frank C. Heaton, an Assistant Cashier of the Bank, Jane
Nystrom, stenograhper for Mr. Hagen and for t e Bank, N. J.
Brevik, Assistant Cashier of the Bank, N. G. Eggen, Vice Pre1ident and P. R. Sherman, Cashier of the Bank, were all called
and testified that they had been unable to find the letters in .
answer to the subpoena, served upon them, and did not know
where they were or who had destroyed them.
The state then attempted to introduce photographic copies of •
the letters which the Attorney General had had taken before
he returned the letters to 0. E. Lofthus. These letters M. J.
Englert, Nonpartisan Judge, recently appointed by Lynn J.
Frazier excluded and refused to permit them to be considered
as evidence.
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Mr. Brevik, a i tant ca bier, howev r, over the obj ction of
Jim Manahan, coun I or the d f ndant, te tifi d that t o ot
the photographs w re exact copie , -:>f hi own knowledg , and
they b ame eviden
ancl the jury a p rmftted to . amine
them. P. R. Sh rman, ca hier of th bank, testified that one
of the photograph wa in hi best judgment in exact copy nd
over the obj tion of Jim fan ban the jury a permitted to
consider it as part of the evidence. Jud e Englert r fu ed to
permit any of the other photographs to be used as evidence
against Hagen.
During the entir course of the trial the court room was
packed. Nonpartisan league members from all over the state

LAME

. Engl rt proc d d to r ad th not uilty form or verdict,
but a immediat ly corr ct d by the foreman of the jury who
tated that they had igned the verdict of guilty instead of the
one he wa r ding.
The jury was thereupon di charged nd thu the Hagen case
which had lasted two weeks and upon hich the Scandinavianmerl an bank looked in vain for vinclication of its pre ident,
H.J. Hagen, was brought to a clo e.
o more sweeping indictment of the banking department of
any state was ever drawn than that verdict rendered by twelve
jurors chosen at random from the farmers of North Dakota
who found H. J. Hagen, president of a million and a half dollar

OFF\(£- INSURANCE COMMISS\ONER
I AM LONGING FOR 1HE 0/\'I rnAT -WILL TA\<.E t1E Bt\(K
TO l"Ht FARM A6A\N,

~BER£ I CAN fM \'1U<,H ANP M\U<. A~O PlA.'I tt'/
OLC> \/IOU N,
FOR \ AM 1\iOROUGHL'I (OtNIN(EO THI\T TOWN LE/
IS PLA'IING WE GAME,

S(CAUSE EVER.Y\:'.>OD'/ I TALK TO 1HC5£ i>A JS
\S IH\NKING -n!E' SAME

-

were constantly pres nt listening to the evidence. During the
time that Attorney General William Langer testified in answering insulting que tions asked him by Jim fonahan the audience
clapped their hand and houted and cheered and for some minutes on the occasion of each di turbance Judge Englert was
unable to maintain order until he had repeatedly threat ned to
clear the court room. The demonstrations in favor of the attorney general clearly bowed that the members of the Nonpartisan
league in the court room were entirely out of sympathy with
the methods adopted by Manahan in defending Hagen.
The arguments of both counsel were completed late in the
afternoon and the jury went to dinner before commencing on
their deliberations. The judge in.· his charge to the jury gave
them two forms of verdict--one a not guilty verdict to be signc2d
by the foreman, if they found the defendant not guilty, and the
other the guilty form of ballot if they should find him guilty.
The jury returned with their verdict after being out less than
two hours and in compliance with the instructions returned both
forms of verdict, one of them signed by the foreman. Judge

corporation, and a member of the guaranty fund commission,
appointed by Governor Frazier, guilty of the crime of having
exhibited fal e entries to a deputy state examiner.
The te timony showed and the conduct of the defendant and
his counsel and 0. E. Lofthus, state examiner, that no stone
was being left unturned to assi t in the defense of H. J. Hagen.
The banking department understood and O. E. Lofthus must have
realized that if II. J. Hagen was found guilty all confidence in
the administration's banking department would be gone. They
realized the importance of that verdict gecause they knew that if
twelve farmers said H. J. Hagen was guilty of the crime of
which he was charged by th·e attorney general, then all the
falsehoods. misrepresentations and lies that the banking department had built up around the Scandinavian-American bank
would fall, along with Hagen, like a house of cards.
No one understood better than the administration and 0. E.
Lofthus, head of the banking department, that when that jury
of twelve farmers said H. J. Hagen was guilty they proved
by that verdict that everything Attorney General William

THE RED FLAME
Langer and Seer tary of State Thomas Hall aid about the
andinavian-Americ n bank wa tru , and everything they did
was right.
The morning after th jury returned their verdict of guilty
the legi lature wa in es ion at Bismarck nd word came over
the .vire telling of the result. Nonpartisan le gue repre entatives ~ere silent and had nothing to ay. Thy tood huddled in
groups whispering to one another. But this time no insulting
word of explanation was attempted. The mo t uncouth among
them, Patterson, Leiderback and Keitzman, champions of the
bank, recognized the inviolable solemnity of a judgment of
guilty rendered against a prisoner by a jury of his peers, and
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you took the o i ·lal you elect d on faith, •ith the e c ptJon
that you had more confidence in the faith of Townley and his
outfit b c use of their profe sed friendship for you than you
had In om of the very men that OU elected to office. Your
conficl nee in Townl y was misplac d. Frazier, who tarted
out well, has proven a woeful failure.
"At that time the radical element was not in control-AT
LEA T roT OPE TLY. The farmers ere kept in ignorance
o th fact that men of ultra radical tendencies ere being
placed in control of the movement. But later that changed.
HA VE YOU FAR 1ERS HAD ANYTHING TO SAY ABOUT THE
F OLLOWL ~G MEN WITH THEIR ANTECEDENTS BEING

YOU HAVE SE EN THE SUN RISE
AND 'YOU HAVE .SEEN THE 5UN GO
\omvN - YOU HAVE SEEN TOWNU: /
,RISE A'ND you ARE GOING TO SE£
HIM FALL At-ID BEl="OQE VEl<.Y
LONG

this at least kept sacrilege from being added to their shameful
records. For twelve men of just common clay had stood alone
with their conscience and their God and passed on the evidence
and made up their judgment and rendered their verdict and the
people had spoke.
Whether or not Mr. Hagen in the defense of his oase received
the assistance of state officials or not is indicated by the fact
that in spite of his conviction he has not been asked to resign
his position on the guaranty fund commission to which he was
appointed by Govt;rnor Frazier.

THEN AND NOW-DISILLUSIONMENT
"Three years ago," said Attorney General William Langer,
twice nominated by the league and twice elected by the largest
vote given any North Dakota state official, addressing old
farmer friends and neighbors at New Leipzig, "you chose a
ticket headed by Governor Frazier. Lower taxes, economy,
legal justice to the rich and poor alike, terminal elevators and
state hail insurance were some of the planks of that platform.
"You took the leaders of the league on faith, the same as

PLACED 1N CONTROL OF THE LEAGUE?
LIST AND SEE."

LOOK OVER THE

And the attorney general proceeded to quote a list of fifty
acknowledged RADICALS and REDS, beginning with ARTHUR
C. TOWNLEY, president or th National Nonpartisan league, and
registered as a Socialist in Golden Valley county, where reside
a number of the one-time friends who are creditors of this
$80,000 BANKRUPT!

And Townley, controlling the recent special session as fully
as he did, dared not attempt to impeach Langer's charges!
THE BOLSHEVIK FAILURE
The Bolshevik government has failed morally, politically and
economically, not only as regards the better class of people, but
as regards the masses in whose benefit it is supposed to be run.
The country is, contrary to some recent reports, rapidly approaching complete chaos, and it is likely that starvation and
sickness are overwhelming whole cities behind the veil of secrecy
which is covering Russia this winter.-Prof. Samuel M. Harper
of Chicago University.
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TELLI GI TO GOVER OR FR ZIER
om,e Pertinent Truth Forced Home to To nley'
Chief E ecutive ;\Then He ets
ide Con titution
""11llnm l,an •er,
retnte u itor, . R. {o it:zk:r,
a rn mb r of th
tntc uditin
nrd, m t in the om c of the
Governor at 10: 30 o'clock A. f. for the purpose of auditing the
var1ou clnim n nin t the tate bl b hnd b n pre nt d inc~
the la t meetin
f the uditing Board. After the roll call Governor Frazier stntcd to the member of the auditing uourd pre ·
ent that under the provision of the new Ia,v the member hip of
n D

the Auditing Board was changed after the 21st day of December,

comin into thi tnt and try to t nor and
nm nd our
n tituti n av r ni ht. '\ "h n I too· th ontb (\f
t,flice I promi d to bey the Con titutlon of the United tn t<'
nnd tbc tnt of Torth Dakota, and, overnor, you did t o and
vou are tbe ' ry fir tone to break th t l)ath.
ou nor ny oth~·
man can mnk me hut up. I am oin" to fl ht to th In t ditch.
I u cl to think y u were om body, Gov rnor, and I thou ht th
world of you b fore you rook order fr m T wnley nnd L mk~
You could ha v ac ompli b d Tonder if you only had a mind of
your own, but ince you nre tnl-ing orders from that ocinli tic
and near anarchistic outfit the decent people of this state and
other state bnve Io tall faith in you. They no more re pect yon.
Even the chool children take you for n gr at bi" joke. If such
r tten stunts n you anarchi t are pulling off right now hnd been

\ Go,
I 60T

f
.\
J

--

1919, nnd fhnt fr.
, n n w memll r o the noarcl, wa n t
in the ·lty hut ju t n
oon a he r lurur.!(l tlll're vould be :i
me ting called of the n w ~onrd n now organized and thn t p ncl
Ing his arrival, he the governor would object to the payment of
various clnhn ngain~ t the state which , ere rendered ub queni.
to the 21st day of December, 1910. State Auultor Ko itzky said:
"Then you say, to hell with the Constitution. Governor, you
are an anarchist and should be deported to Russia where the
anarchists belong."
Frazier: "Just keep your shirt on. This is my office and ir
you cannot behave you will go out."
Kositzky: "All right. We will hold this meeting over in my
office where it is ._uppo ed to be held and then thresh thi:,; ont
over there. I am an American, born in the territory of Dakota,
now South Dakota, and am raising a family of five children. I
love this stnte and it make~ my blood boil to ee a l.Jtrnch of socia•-

put over ten y ar ago by th
in 1 w r tllen ycu ;vould hn \'C"
been one of the very first to say 'Hang them."
] rnzier: "'rhe farm look' good to m .''
Yo itzky: "Ye., yon will go bn I· of your l.rnrn an<l it down
and think the pa t over and awaken. You will think what you
might have done i.f you had n mind of your own."
Frazier: You seem to be the only one who thinks so."
Kositzky: Ye , Governor, I may be the only one who has had
the nerve nnd backbone to tell you to your face. I am not afraitl
to tell it to your fnce, You fellows thouo-ht you did wonders whe:1
you repealed half the appropriation for clerkhire in my office,
but let me tell you right now I am not going to sit up nightc;
worrying about your salary warrants. They will be written in
their order and juclgin~ from the number of hail in urance wa ~··
rant· that nre to be written and the soldier bonu warrant and
thousands of otliers which we will have to write you will be one
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of th v ry fir t to ·nit f r your pay ancl it may l> a year b for
you g t your alary arrant. Lan r nud Hnll will al o have to
wait uni
I , rite th m after hour , aud let me tell you, I am
not going to stick around the office nnym re from urly morll
until late at night as I have done before. When you can take a
we k or two off' t a time campaigning in olorndo. Utnh, Minneota and other tnte , I nm oing to do the am thing and yOJ
<:nn put that in your pi
an
mok lt."
Frazier: "Langer can then borrow money from you for his
salary."
Ko itzky: "Ye , my credit i good. but you ('fin't say that of
the state of North Dakota. You can't .,ell n dollar's worth · f

11

.fello · are doin right no,'·"
Thomas Hall: As Secretary of tate, I give notice that I will
prote t a ain t th
new In • b •ing put into imm dlate effect;
1hnt I •ill prot ct my nt and m mber hip of the tnte Auditfn Board, being firmly of the b lief that tbc law providing foa change in the memb rsblp was not an emergency measure, as
E'.nnct d by the re C'nt e. traordinary e ion of the I gi lntlve
mbly; that it did not pret nd to b nn ('ID rgency m asure;
and that House Bill 10. 60, which purports to place all of these
m a ure enactC'd by the re nt e traordinary .,e ·fon of the Legislative As embly into effect within ten day nfter their approval
nnd being igned by the Governor, i in direct contradiction of

(
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bon<l out id of this state anymore. When you were cnmpaigt~ing up in Towner County you nhl thnt Lun"cr, Hnll and ro itzky
old out. To,·, if you prove tllnt I will give you , •bat i left of
my December snlnry. If anyone <lid
11 out it 1 you nn 1t
woult1 not b very html to prove it. Why <lid you nnd Lcmk~
lobby for the bill that reduced the Standard 011 Company tax?
Why did they come to your as. istnnce and pny up all their back
taxes when you needed the money the mo t? This looks ver,u
suspicious, Governor, it certainly does. You also told the people
in Towner County that Iiss Nielson was elected by the minority
of tlle people. I suppose for that reason you took all the power~
uway from her.''
Frazier: ''1 'o, I didn't take all the powers away from her, nor
<lid I sny that she was elected by the minority. I said the country people could not turn out to vote and that the city women
•urned out and elected her and who ever says differently is a
liar."
Kositzky: "Then, if I am a liar, you are a liar too. Just 'give
a calf enough rope and it will hang itself,' ancl that is what you

( AM
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~Pwrrtt,

lhe con. titutionnl prod ·ions; nnd that Hou
Bill 60, in it elf.
failed to rec iYe u two-third vote of the Hou c nt the time of tt.
1,n ng , arnl, th r ft r<', • ueb n me ur
nnnot logically confer
life uvon other mca ur whfcb indivi(lll, lly fniled to re elvc th
1 1ee .· ury two-third
yot in the L gi lntive A ernbJy in order
to declare them emergen ·y m nsures. Let the record show that
I stated that I wlll seek relief through the courts to protect my
member. hip on the , tat Auditing Board, and that I give notic}
at thi time that I will seek to have the bu ine tran acted bv
the new organization, if they perform any, set aside and invaliifated.
I further object to the reorganizdtion of the ~tate Auditbi~
Hoard under the provisions of what j~ known as Senate Bill N1.
4.0 of the extraordinary scs~ion, for the reason that Section 67 ~t
•be Constitution before it was amendccl, provides that, "No a'!t
t,f the Leigslative Assembly shall take effect until July first after
the close of the session unless in case of emergency {whicn
shall be expressed in the preamble or body of the act) the Legislative A cmbly shall, by a vote of two-thirds of all the members

I
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ent in e

h hou e, otherwi e dire t;" and nl o, as mend d
rtlcl 27 ot tl1 .Amentlm nt , •bicb r d :
{
tion 07, in rti l 2.) " ,. net of the Lcgi lativ
rnbly
shall ta e effect untll July fir t after the close of the se ion
llnle the L l lature by n vot o t ·o-third of th m mb r ·
pr nt and otin in ench hou e hall d -Inr It an emer n •.••
mea ure, which d •laration hall be
t forth in th net, proid d, however, that no net granting a frnnchi
or sp c1 1
privilege or act creating any vested rigbt or Interest other than
in th stnt hall be cl lnred an emerg ncy m asur .
n mer ency measure shall take effect and be in force from and after its
11n age and approvnl by th Governor." Al o,

-----

akotn, th
i t nth L
Dakota, to- ·it :

nnct d t,y the
mbly of nld

peel 1
tnte of

e

loll

•ort!l

nm ,.o. 60 lntrodu
by
mmitt on Delayed Bill .
ct cl
rin and d finln the tlm within hich

clal session of the Legislative Assembly
Provide that all nc of any Special Legl lative
embly hall
1ake effect within ten days after the clo e ot such e ton, unle
<le Jared an emergency men ure by a two-third ,ote, in
hich
ev nt it sbnll take ff ct upon it.., approval by the Governor.

N.P GOATS

----- --

-fHEM Go.t-..,S RAI SEC)
PAR.TIC.ULA.ft. CA..\N
LAS'"T WINT€.R.

~J_l
--..._

L--------~----~·----------------~~~~-~l~ho,~~~r__
Section 26 of the on titution n am nded, relating to th~
ref rendum r nd : "The second power re ervecI is the refer n<lum. Seven thou nnd electors nt lnrg may, hy ref r ndum
p titlon, usp nd t11 01 rn tion of auy m a ure enacted L>y tu
Lcgl lntur , e · · pt an mergency m n ure, but the filing of a
ref rentlum petition ng in t one or mor Hem ,

cttons or pnrt

Cif nny mea ure, hall not prevent the remainder from going into

efl' ct. Such petition hall be filed with the Secretary of State
not Inter than ninety days after the adjournment of the
ion
of the Legislature at which such measure wa enacted." Subsc<tuent to the adjournment of the Legislative Assembly, petitions
reading a follow were filed :
"PETITI0. 1 FOR REFERE, 1 DUM OF LEGISLATIVE ENACTMENT:
"The undersigned, qualified electors of the State of North
Dakota, hereby petition for the submission to the qualified elec1or of the State of 1 orth Dakota for their approval or rejection,
in the manner pre. cribed by the Constitution of the State o!

"And that in the meantime the operation of said law be su ·
JI nd d.

"We hereby n me the follo-, ing el ctors, E. W. Ev rson, hairman; Theodore G. Nelson, 0. L. Engen, J. T. Nelson and Matt
Johnson, who shall constitut the 'COMMl'I'TEE FOR THE PETI'rJO EHS,' and , ·ho hall represent and net for the petitioner ."
The above petitions were filed in the office of the Secretary
of State, bearing ignntures of more than fifteen thousand taxpayer and re idents ot the state,nsking that Hou~e Bill No. 60,
1 . enacted hy the extraordinary session of the Legislative A·~embly, be referr d to the people for their approval or rejection
in the manner pre~cribed by the Constitution of the State; and
on Saturday the 20th day of December notice was given the
Governor that these petitions had been fl.led and that more th1p1
fifteen thousand signatures were then affixed to the petitions on
f.le in the office of the Secretary of State; and that, subsequeut
to the notice given the Governor, several thousand other signatures have been filed.
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For the re on
t forth in th
t, ,. pum •rapb , , Tll mn
Hnll, ecretary of tute prot t ngnin t buying the law nncted
lry the pecJnl
Ion of tJ1e Legl lativc
mbly put into oper
ntfon untll uch time n th 1 opl haye b 11 •iv 11 nn opportunity to voice their approval or rejection of aid law .
Mr. Ko ltzky: 1, n ·tat
u itor, obj ct for th ..,nm rcn on:.
State of Torth ukotn,
(,ounty of Burl 1gb.
Thi iS to set forth that I, Thoma Hall, ecrctnry of Stat.?
and a member of the State Auditing Board, have r ad the foregoing, and it is to the b t of my knowledge and beUef, a cor-

rect interpretation or the conversation had at a meeting of the
State Auditing llonr<l, held !on ny,
cemb r 20tll, 1910.
n tcd t Bi mnrcl , T. D., th1 30th d:1y of D c mber, 1910.
(Senl)
Thoma Hall,
Secretary of State.
State of North Dakota,
County of Burleigh.
This is to set forth that I, Carl R. Ko. itzky, State Auditor and
n member of the State Auditing Board, have read the foregoin;,
nncl it is to the best of my knowledge and belief, a correct inte..·riretation of the conversation had at the meeting of the State
Auditing Board, held Monday, December 29th, 1919.
Dated nt Bi;;;marck, .. •. D., this 30th day of December, 1910.
Carl R. Ko itzky,
State Auditor.

"THE PROFITS OF RELIGION"
The survey of Upton fnclair' book, "The Profits of Religion," which Rep. Burtn s found in the state library with
a traveling library card in it, cannot be pre ented in thi issue
as promised, owing to delay in securing c pies of this and
other socialistic, atheistic and anarchistic works ·hich were
purcha ed or the state library by the Totten board of admtni tration at the same time Ellen Key's book on free love was
bought. A complete analysis will be given, howe er, in the
February number of THE RED FLAME, and if you think anything of your God and your religion you will not want to miss
this e ·pose.

RED RADIC L

I

THE SADDLE

No, of cour e the Nonpartisan league is not dominated by red
radicalism!
Yet, how does it chance that A. C. Townley, President of the
league; Alex Strom, manager of the league in North Dakota;
Lieut.-Gov. Howard R. Wood, Seaman A. Smith, probably North
Dakota's first state sheriff; Walter Thomas Mills, the brains
behind the league movement; Thomas N. Keyes, the league
treasurer who handles the farmers' millions; Henry Teigen,
Nelson A. Mason, secretary to Governor Frazier; Fred Argast,
organizer; Arthur Lesueur, the go-between for the league leaders and the Industrial Workers of the World; the Meitzens,
father and son, picked up by Townley when they proved too
radical for Texas, and more than a score of other organizers
and "workers" who are waxing fat on the millions which North
Dakota farmers have paid in tribute, all have been openly and
publicly branded as socialists of various degrees of pinkness,
and not one of these men has dared deny the charge?
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"DOI G" THE F RMER GOOD
A everyon
·ho ha
v n casually tudi d ociall m kuows,
ft ultimate goal is state-ownership of the land. The oclali t
who now control rorth D ko n, and who have already pas d
an act giving overnor I razier po · r to confiscate anything
hich he may cbanc to covet in th way of private prope tyincluding, a on 1 agu
enator as forced to admit on the
floor, the farm - •ill if they run true to form, and they hav
to date shown every inclination to do o, disposse
·orth
Dakota' 80,000 farmers ;vhen they decide that the time is
ripe. And the fact that fifty percent of these farmers are or
were members of the league and that they have furnished
A. C. Townley with some 10,000,000 in capital which he bas

ROBI SO

OF Tl E 1 0RTH DAKOT
SUPRE 1E COURT
THE LEA
E 1 JORI'l OF THE RE E tT PEpite of its jeering of the enerable a o late justice hen he honored thl rabble by appearing on it
floor! THE A 1E LEGISL TURE, CURRYI 'G FA TOR 1 ITH
THJ!J LABOR TOTE
'HICH TOW LEY 'EEDS, HA 1 DED
THE CIT r PROPERTY OW 1 ER
LEAR EXE tPTIO OF

ONE THOUSA D DOLLARS ON HIS HOME A D PROVID D
THAT THE S.1ALL AL ATIO . RE 1AI I G SHOULD B
ASSESSED AT O 'LY FIFTY PERCE :rT WHILE ALL FAR .. 1
LA1 D ARE AS ESSED AT THEIR FULL AND TRUE VALUE.
The result i that ;vhile the farm r is paying on more than
three times the valuation he did a year ago, the average city
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used to fasten socialism on • ·orth Dakota , ill matter not a
tinker's damn to the REDS.
How excellent a start has b en made toward the confl cation
of all farms, through the medium of a single tax which , ill
Impose all taxation burdens on the lnn<l, is shown by the follo ;ving official figur s on the 1919 valuation of the three most
important classes of property in • orth Dakota, compared with
the 1918 Yaluations:
Valuation Valuation Increase Percent of
1918
1919
in dollars
increase
FARM LANDS
$5,020,647
$24,764,669
$19,744,022 408
Railways and other
public utilities
1,692,979
4,372,004
2,680,025 254
City Real Estate
599,703
1,676,176
1,076,173 275
A. 'D THIS IS A FARMERS' ADML 'ISTRATI0.1!
The farmer who in 1918 paid $100 in taxes for 1919 will pay
$408, le s a refund of 25 percent, a concession which JUDGE

dwell er is paying les ta ·es. The exemption in .Bismarck, for
instance, where the tax rate for all purpo es is 35 mills, is 36.
DUT 'l'JH., ''Ji R 1ER ' LEGISLATURE" HA DED THE
FARl\IEHS NO $35 E. EMPTIO ~!
WHY?
· Because it is recognized by all students of socialism that it
abhors priYate ownership of lands!
There isn't a wobbly who ever threw a monkey wrench into
a separator in North Dakota who doesn't believe that he has
as much interest in every acre of land in this state as has the
pioneer farmer who coined his acres from the sweat of bis
brow!
Ask any honest socialist-if you know one, Mr. Farmerwhat he thinks about your private ownership of a little strip of
God's foot-stool!
Ask him what international socialism teaches about private
ownership of the land!
Ask him what Karl Marx, author of the socialist bible, says
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bout your ri ht to privately po...
that f rm for hich you
at blood!
t~iat the fir t tenet of the red ' go p l
is that the laziest and mo t ~orthle s and most vicious and
hiftly wobbly ·ho ev r burned a hay- tack ha just a much
ri ht to 'O R land as 'OU and YO" R
ife and YO R
children have!
IF YOU A T DI OVER A HO TEST
Hl I DOW r HIS
SWER TO THIS L
BE A
YNQ ALIFIED "YES!"
Why not try it, !Jr. Farmer?
Or, better till, ·hen you mail your next $18 to soviets headquarters at St. Paul, ask 1r. Townley these questions; a k
him, too, what Bolshevism has done to th peasant farmer of
Russia, AND I>E 1A TD FROM HIM STRAIGHTFORWARD, UNEQ IVO AL A rs ERS!
1

nd your good •if ha e
k him if it is not tru

Vall , i y bank deal.
looting of th Scandinavian-American bank.
Th
ii Minni J. iel on controver y.
"4.
hy J. R. Water wa appointed bank cxamin r and
later manager of the Bank of North Dakota.
"5. That the organization of the
nparti an league is not
democratic, but that you are an autocrat absolutely controlling
the same.
"The committee on arrangement i to be elected in the follo, ing manner: I to lect one, A. . Townley to elect one, and
th e two to select the third.
"I promise to treat you like a gentleman and you can treat
me any way you like.
"This challenge i to you and to you alone. You will not be
pe mitted to substitute for yourself. the night of the debate,
either Victor Berger, Walter Thomas Mills, Kate O'Hare, Lynn
"1.

"2.
"3.

e.-

W"AT I~ 1+-'E:' PR IC
AL.SO -rt-IE'
(;lUALIFI CP...TIOMS,O
.JOI~ "'Tf-\~ LE ~GU€ ?

•
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DOL.LAR5
,\NO"'° St:HS~

1

THAT !>UDE' HUST )
THll'l1<. wE: coN'r
1
\(1-!0W A"°'"ITHl..,G" J

t>Owti ~~RE:

(>

•
~HY DOES 'T TOW LEY ACCEPT?
Two month ago Attorney General Langer challenged] A. C.
Townley to debate some o'f the things for which Townley stands
more or less as sponsor, or which he has defended. Instead of
accepting, Tov. nley had his hand-picked league majority during
the recent special session pass an act making it a felony for
the attorney general to continue to discuss the abuses of which
he protested. Is that the manly act of a just leader, sure of himself and his cause ?
Here is Mr. Langer's challenge; it never has been withdrawn,
and, for fear it may have escaped Mr. Townley's attention, The
Red Flame is mailing him a marked copy:
"Bismarck. N. D., October 24, 1919.
"To A. C. Townley: I hereby challenge you to meet me in
public debate at Fargo, J. • D., to debate the following:

•

J. Frazier, Emma Goldman, Bill Haywood or anyone else.
"Yours truly,
"William Langer."
I ' IT WOU'fH THE PJUC}; 1
We wonder if $3,000 a year and a good job for one's wife and
the bosom friendship of the governor, and the satisfaction of
knowing that one has, through that friendship, gained full and
complete revenge over a hated rival whom the people in overwhelming numbers preferred, and knowledge that one is doing
his part to bend the educational system of a great state as
Soviet Russia would have it go-we wonder if all of this would
pay the average decent American for one such exhibition of
detestation as that which greeted the name of • 'eil C. Macdonald
at the Bismarck Auditorium a few nights ago?
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Complacency and ov r-confid nee arc two of the b setting
in of America.
W read of oviet Rus Ia, and we shrug our shoulders and
smile:.
"It couldn't pos ibly happ n in America!"
We are told that red radical a.re quietly but rapidly usurping
the farmer in the government of North Dakota, and we are indifferent, unlntere ted.
We note with pa ing interest that Alexander Berkman and
Emma Goldman have been deported, for something or other
which is a trifle vague to us, and that a whole shipload of people

I

I

I I

1

nd thi behavior i very pleasing to the red de troyer.
He may be in your office, your shop, your farm, YOUR VERY
HO IE, and h 's glad, and she's glad, for they are of both s xes,
that you are so bu y and that you are making so much money,
FOR O E OF THE E DAYS THEY INTEND TO OFFER
YOU ALL THE TIME I ETERNITY IN EXCHANGE FOR
YOUR WNEY.
1
'] hJ
Ji:n roLm
And now. you may n er "JI 'GOISM,'' and top reading right
here, and the Reds will be still happier.
That Is ~hat Fran e did before the commune.

Go.,t!IUtO~ F'RA7..1ER
15 GO.,'fG 'TO G1ve
I.I~ 114£ f"Alll1~ 6E:FO!t£
Vtm"f'

1-0NQ.

VE..LCOME
of a similar sort went with them, AND THAT FOR SOME
MYSTERIOUS REASON IT WAS NECESC:1ARY TO SURROU D THEIR G ING WITH THE GREATEST SF,J llE Y
AND THAT THE TRAINS WHICH BROUGHT THESE PEOPLE TO THE PORT OF DEPORTATION WERE "MYSTERY
TRAINS," WHICH RAN WITHOUT SCHEDULE AND
UNDER STRONG GUARD!
And do we pause to a k ourselves why, in the e free' United
States of America, in this country where the people rule, it
should be necessary to adopt such tactics in removing from the
land aliens who have been proven deadly, insidious foes of our
go\·ernment?
Do these circumstances convey anything to us?
NO; we're too busy, and we're' making too much money!
Why worry about our country ? She has always taken care
of herself and probably always will!
Anyway, what's to be done about it?
And we turn over to the sports page or the comics.

Everyone had a most wonderful time, and went about their
business an<l th ir pleasure, and laughed and were happy. THAT
IS, EVERYO 'E hX< EPT THE O 1 1U I TS! They had something else to do, and they did it quietly and thoroughly, and
when th time came TIU!JY STRUCI . The French revolution
was not of long duration, but into that brief space were crowded
more than enough horrors to fill a millenium.
When you read that in Detroit the other day, William D. Haywood, national head of the I. W. W., sponsor of the O" TE BIG
UNION, addressed a crowd and told them that wbat 118 · happened in Ru ·i, could bappen in AJnerica, and that he was
cheered to an echo! And when you reacl that at this meeting
a Finnish choir, in its own tongue, sang the L TERi'ATIONALE,
and again in the Eame tongue sang the Red hymn of the Bolsheviki, and that again there was wild enthusiasm and cheering
and stamping from the audience, which had stood the while!
A. TD THAT WHE. T AT THE CLOSE OF THE MEETING A
LONE AMERICAN LEG IO . . r ME, 1BER WHO WAS THERE,

'l'BE RED FLAME
AROSE A lD UGGE TED THAT THE AUDIENCE WHICH
HAD STOOD TO HEAR THE SINGING OF THESE FOREIGN
HYMNS IN AN ALIE TONGUE STAND WHILE EVERYONE
SANG "THE STAR SPA GLED BAN ER," AMERICA'S OWN
NATIONAL ANTHEM, IN THE MOTHER TONGUE OF OUR
OW COUNTR ·,HEW S JEERED AND HIS ED AND BOOED
UNTIL ONE OF DETROIT'S BRAVE POLICEMEN FELT CALLED UPON TO DRAG HIM FROM THE HALL, AND THAT THIS
POLICEMAN WAS CHEERED FOR HIS PATRIOTIC ACT!
WHEN YOU READ THESE THINGS, DO THEY MEAN
NOTHING AT ALL TO YOU?

In

ovJet Dakot.a.

When you read that in the great state of North Dakota, founded
as the most American of all commonwealths, a secret caucus

TAK I NG

masters of that caucus chanced to disagree; to drag their victim !rom one end of the state to the other under penalty of a
heavy fine and imprisonment for refusal to obey; to try him
and convict and condemn him; to seize his books and papers;
to open his vault; to pry into his most sacred business relations, AND ALL THIS WOTHOUT ANY OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER UPON THE PART OF THIS COMMITTEE TO HOLD
WHAT IT DISCOVERS IN CONFIDENCE!
Does that mean nothing to you?
And ls it merely a coincidence that you read in an Associated
Press dispatch from Berne a few days ago THAT:
FOURTEEN THOUSAND PERSONS WERE SHOT BY
THE BOLSHEVIK! OF RUSSIA DURING THE FIRST
THREE MONTHS OF 1919 by order of the "EXTRAORDI-

ORDER'S

governs the legislature; that nothing is transacted on the
floor of the house which has not first been carefully rehearsed
in secret caucus; and when you read that that secret caucus
is dominated by INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISTS of the Walter
Thomas Mills type; and when you read that when necessity
came the masters of this secret caucus set aside the laws of
the state and purned its constitution and took from the people
their right to approve or disapprove of the acts of that legislative session by passing a bill which placed every act of that
legislature in immediate effect?
WHEN YOU READ ALL OF THIS, DOES IT CONVEY NOTHING TO YOU?
And when you learn that among the acts of this legislature
for which the masters of that secret caucus demanded immediate
effect was a law creating a "high committee of five," with power
to conduct inquisitions into the private affairs, the family life,
the business and even the religion of a man with whom the
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cc~~ ON NOW,
t> 0 p.. S \ ,ELL '/OU

NARY COMMITTEE" AT MOSCOW, according to an OFFICIAL NOTE PUBLISHED IN THE BOLSHEVIK ORGAN
ISVESTIA OF MOSCOW.
Is it not remarkable that the Nonpartisan league in North
Dakota, this organization which has so idealized Bolshevism,
faced by a stubborn and growing resistance should suddenly
discover need for an "extraordinary committee," and that it
should decree that every member of that committee be named
by the governor of that league, and that it should confer upon
this committee almost unlimited powers, stopping short barely
of capital punishment, which is still prohibited by law in North
Dakota?
Our Extraordinary CommJttee.
Let us read a Section of the law creating North Dakota's
"EXTRAORDINARY COMMITTEE," a law which the masters of
North Dakota's secret caucus wanted so much and feared so
much that the dictators of North Dakota's secret caucus insisted upon giving it immediate effect, In putting their com-
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mitte on the job befor the p ople had an opportunity to o pre . their opinion.
"H. B. 4 , T TE FF rns O 1 ITTEF.. :
"A Joint Re olution creating a joint investl ating committee;
authorizin it to inve tfgate all e ort to de troy or injure the
prop rty or rf bt of individual , corporation , OR
Y OF THE
I 'D STRIES, E TERPRISES OR UTILITIES OWNED BY THE
STATE; OR THE CREDIT OF THE STATE, OR TO U L WFULLY I 'J<"L 'E • E OR CORRUPT ELE TIONS, or the result
thereof • * •.
"Section 2. It shall be the duty of this committee, and
it is HEREBY DIRE TED A D AUTHORIZED, to examine and
inve tigate on the WRITTE1. OMPLAINT OF ANY PERSO 1
OR 0. 1 ITS OW • INITIATIVE, as a committee, any department
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rALLING FAST
or public office of this state, and all nets, efforts, attempts,
transaction , proceedings and conspiracies to destroy or injure,
or which were or are designed or intended to injure or destroy
the property, reputation, freedom, rights or business of any person, corporation, association, company or group of persons in
the state of North Dakota, or any of the industries, enterprises
or utilities owned by the state of North Dakota, or the credit
of the state of North Dakota, etc., etc.
"Section 3.-The committee shall have power to hold 8e ~ion·
C'f the committee A.cTYWHERE LT ... rORTH DAKOTA AT A .. TY
TIME u. . TTIL THE TEXT REGULAR SESSION OF THE
LEGISLATURE; TO SUBPOE.1. "A A~ TD cmtPEL THE ATTE.c "DA.J.. "CE OF WIT . . TES, ES BEFORE IT; TO A.DMINISTER
OATH. TO A. . TD QUE TIO .. SU H WIT... "ESSES u "DER
OATH EITHER BY IT OW~ .... !EMBERS OR BY ITS ATTORTEYS; TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTIO T A.i:·n E~rllIBITION
BEI<"ORE IT OF B OK , RECORD , PAPER , YOU HI·JRS.
J..

T

• •ygsTI<tATI!1I OR PRO lpEDEI> AGAINST; AND TH~
< OM JIT'l'gb , I ALI.. HAVl<J P WER TO REQUIRiiJ BY SUB·
POI<..NA 'rBI<.i ATTI\.1.DA . . CE A D TF~ 'I'Il\IOi: Y 01!" WIT·
j "ES ES A •n TIH. . PRODU
'l'IO • Oli" ALL SUCH DOCU IE ·TARY EVIDE. 'CE RELATING TO A. Y MATTER UNDER INYESTIGATIO .. •. A,. ry l\IHMBER 01!" THE COMMITTEE :MAY
SIGN SUBPOENAS; MAY ADMINISTER OATHS AND AFFIRMATIO .. "S, EXAMI.."E WITNESSES A.. :rD RECEIYE EVI·
DEJ..·cE."
An ArtJstlc Cruelty.
The next paragrph contains one of the artistic cruelties of thi:ii
restoration of the inquisition:"Such attendance of witnesses, and the production of sur.h
oocumentary evidence, MAY BE REQtTIRED FROM A.. 'Y
PLACE IN THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA AT ANY DESlG .. :rATED PLACE OJ!' HEARING. AND I :r CA.SE OF DISOBimIENCE To A suBPOE1TA THE co iMITEE MAY 1 TvoKE

THE RED FLAME
r1T-

EYI ·
1
"
0 p r n hall b
~· u d fl' m ntt nding nnd t tifyin or
frnm proclu ing d , umentnry cvicl nc
n th
round r f r tl1,•
r a on that th t . timony r ,•i nc , do um ntary or otherwi e,
r quir d of him, may tend t e1·imf nat<' him or ubj t him to a
, nalty or forf iturc."
There i a hrewd provision that "no natural per on . hall b
pro ecuted or ubjected to any peunlty or :forfeiture for or on
nccount of any tr n tt tion concerning which TI fl may te.~tity or
produce evid n e iu obedience to a ubpoena."
Order of the 1 orth Dakota extraordinary may be mailed from
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rill, t' nll ther i · to tll finnn "ial end of it~ 'Ill ·orth aYiet are lik ly to b quite informal about mon y mntt r .
Thi. i but on of a numb r of ill t11n
in hi h n ac unti.1·•
or auditin fn the e tablfshed manner is requir d from men
, ·ho handl the public's fund .
Jwta

~

RTH D K T '

Rl!.D

R f •.

orth D, kota has no RED AR, 1 r- not yet.
But the "extrnordln ry commltt e" mu t h •e ome e.·traot··
dinary powers for the enforcement of its e ·traordinary demands,
o we find introduced in the arue hou e by a league member,
n tt ndant of the . cret caucu , Hou e Bill 54, , ·hich create a
state constabulary, to be presided over by a state sheriff, upon
wl10m i conferred mo t e traordlnary authority.
.
ection 2 ot this bill pro,•ide that: "The 11 ad f the "tate

LIE, L-lKE A HORSE THIEF
I CA'-1'-r \/OTE FOIZ.. Tt-\t 5
SILL-WI--\A, $HALL ·1
TELL- f"'\Y PEO?LE. 11=: THC"f
ASI<. l'lE" TO £.><...FLI' \N?

j

0

LIE, LI£"
Lll<E:°
A ~ORSETHIEF!

(~

-~

--~

-r

,my plac in the tate to ny })l cc in th ~ tnte, ".A D
,.y
PER O.. WHO SHALL ... Efi:Llt. T OH UFJl1"'U E1 TO ATTENJJ
AND 'fESTIF., OR TO A SWER ANY LAWFUL INQUIRY
OR TO PHODUCJi) DOCUME TARY EVIDE 'CE, W IN HI":l
POWER TO DO SO, IN OBEDIEN 'E TO THE SUBPOE.. i\
OR REQUIRE U~ .. T OF THE COMMITTEE, SHALL BJi.,
GUILTY OF AN OFFENSE AND UPON CONVICTION
THEREOF BY A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTIOX
SHALL BE PunsHED BY A FL. TE OF NOT LESS THAN
ONE THOUSAND .,.OR MORE THAN FIVE THOUSA:.. ~D DOLLARS, OR BY IMPRISONMENT FOR NOT MORE THAN ONE
YEAR, OR BY BOTH SUCH FINE A ..... D IMPRISONMENT."

And there is et aside out of the public moneys of the stat~
~25,000, "which shall be paid to the chairman of such committen
nncl by him deposited in the Bank of North Dakota, and th~
{:Xpcnse" of the committee paid therefrom on orders signed by
the chairman."

con tahulnry hnll he th stn tc h rift\ who hall be appointed
hy th governor, A TD SJ;JR E DURING THE PLEASURE Off
'I'HE GOVERNOR."
Section 4 provide:: "The tnte sheriff shall have the sam·J
vower and authority as other sheriffs, AND IN ADDITION IT
~HALL BE HIS DUTY, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THU
GOVER TOR, TOE. FORCE ALL THE CRIMINAL LAWS OF
THIS STA'.rE; TO CAU E CRIMINAL COMPLAINTS TO BE
FILED AGAINST PERSONS VIOLATING THE SAME; TO
ASSIST IN DETECTL .,.G A .. '"D INVESTIGATING CRIME;
PRODUC11·G EVIDE.i. TCE THEREOF; ARRESTING AND
I· ROSECUTING PERSONS CHARGED THEREWITH, etc., etc..
TO EMPLOY WITH THE CO. "SENT AND APPROVAL OF THJiJ
GOVERNOR SPECIAL AGENTS TO CARRY OUT THC
DUTIES OF HIS Ol!"'FICE AND THE PROVISIO .. Ts OF TmS
ACT, etc. etc."
And further along it is provided that "ANY PEACE OFFICER
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There we have our "e traordinary committee," with lightly
limited power a compared with Trotzky's, and we have our
Red Army, not quite o red as Lenin 's, but one whose hue may
become more and more sanguine, if It is to prevent the forfeiture of its office.
And there i another act, which space does not warrant giving
extended analysi , which empowers the governor on any pretext
which may seem good to him, not merely in an emergency, but
when the governor, who is made the sole judge, may deem an
emergency pending or likely to impend, to seize the coal mines,

VE u~e:D
jQ e,e.
11-f'T\M A.Te'
FRIE:MP~·~T

Tl-I IS Fn.E.E
LOVE" SUS IH{S~
Go, OUfL

IE
Without e pecially 'J)ointing out those organizations under
su picion, the po t of the Am rican Legion at David City, Neb.,
recently adopted the following r solution:
"W'llereas, The American L gion stands for perpetuating the
ideals of merican overnm nt a e tablished by our forefathers, who were 100 per cent Americans; and
"Wherea , There has been a widespread agitation, by liens
and others, having for its object the over throw of our government; and
"Whereas, There has been founded in our country certain organizations, whose sole and only purpo e is to further unrest,
dissatisfaction and anarchy; therefore, be it
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the railways, the flour mills, the elevators, the factories and
the shops and the farms and the fullness thereof, and such other
private property a he may regard essential to saving HIS people
from suffering.
Here we have the confiscation of private property which Karl
Marx advocated in more polished terms.
Here we have all the machinery which is required
to make true the declaration of William D. Haywood,
master red and the head of the I. W. W., with whom
the Nonpartisan league has already sought to link the
North Dakota farmer through the medium of a "closed
shop" contract for the farm; here we have all the
equipment for carrying out Haywood's promise THAT
WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN RUSSIA CAN HAPPEN IN AMERICA.
And, now that you have read this far, ;vjll you awaken and
think and act, or will you merely shrug your shoulders and say:
"IT COULDN'T POSSIBLY HAPPEN IN AMERICA!"

..Resolved, That Kreiger Post No. 126 of the American Legion, Nebraslca, requests the senators and representatives r presenting our state at Washington to demand the fundamentals of our system of government; that the said senators and
representatives promote the passage of such laws that will deport all aliens, persons and members or organizations that have
been, or are, actively or passively, engaged in the furtherance
of propaganda and acts that injure or are intended to injure
our system of government; that if it is impossible to so deport
such aliens or persons that laws be passed' that cause the imprisonment of the heretofore named offenders against our government for a long term of years."
Mail a copy of THE RED FLAME to some· league friend. It
may reclaim him from the slavery of Bolshevism. Don't give
him up because he's stubborn. Match his stubbornness with
yours; keep him supplied with THE RED FLAME, and he's
sure to see the light some day.

THE RED FLAME
D
J. 'T THI
OU D F
ILIAR?
They forced into r tirement the provisional government of
the duma and the whol group •hich formed the nucleu of that
duma, men ·ho were known and trusted throu bout the world,
and put in their plac men who were subj ct to the dictation of
socialist ho es. Then came the constituent a sembly, arranged
for by the provi ional government. It was a representative
body. It stood for self-government in Ru ia. There was little
or nothing of the imperialistic element in it. Its members were
almost all sociali ts of one description or another. If the constitutional monarchist sat in that body, so did the raving revolutionist, with anarchistic methods. Yet-the moment the preliminary vote was taken, it was shown that a large majority of
the constituent assembly ~as anti-Bolshevik. Then what hap-
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b , I love you!"

No, dear re der, this I not a chapter from Elinor Glin's
late t. It is an eulogi Uc e c rpt from our old friend and fireIde companion, "The Appeal to (T)Reason."
And the speaker is our ev n old r and more intimate friend,
SPURGEON ODELL, the Townley lieutenant to
hom State
Examiner Lofthus kindly turned over damning vidence in the
Scandinavian-American bank deal, upon which Attorney General Langer as depending for the conviction of H. J. Hagen,
president of the Fargo league institution.
The Appeal to (T)Reason emotes with much gusto of the
initial meeting between Spurgeon Odell, whose conversion to
socialism it relates with glad acclaim, and Eugene V. Debs,
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Wl4A., ,
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pened ? Was there an open field, free speech and free discussion? THERE WERE SUCH VIOLENT THREATS FROM

BOLSHEVIK! THAT THE ASSEMBLY WAS FORCED TO
DISSOLVE AND DISPERSE.
That was m Russia, says Dr. Shutter. In North Dakota they
do not dissolve constituent assemblies, but when that assembly
refuses to do the bidding of its socialistic masters those masters
dissolve the constitution. If a majority of the legislators refuse to vote to give bills immediate effect, preferring, rather,
to give the people an opportunity to consider them and to express
their opinion of them before they become law, the North Dakota
soviets bosses suspend the constitution and declare these acts
immediately effective anyway. And the day is bound to come,
if red socialism has its way, when it will be dangerous for a
landed proprietor-A FARMER-to sit in the assembly of North
Dakota and oppose Townley's will as it would be for a member
of the same class to attempt to sit now in the constituent assembly of soviet Russia.

who languishes in a federal prison for his country's good.
Spurgeon threw his arms about Gene and gave Gene a stout
squeeze, a la Francais. And he spllled into Gene's ear these
words:
"D-E-B-S AH L-0-V-E Y-U-H! ! ! !
"I FEEL IT," said Gene.
We'll Tell The World HE DID!
MILLS A FRIE 'D OF THE },ARMER 7
Thousands of North Dakota farmers have learned in the last
few weeks how Walter Thomas Mills, the man whom the international socialist party sent into North Dakota to make this
state a culture plat and an incubator for red radicalism, was .
driven out of New Zealand (or was it Australia, or both) by
farmers armed with axe-handles.
Was Mills posing as a friend or the farmer then?
He most assuredly was not.
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Pierre S. D.-The Nonpartisan Leader of Mitchell, the Townley organ in South Dakota, in a recent i sue ay :
The ·onpartisan league state of • orth Dakota has the
best and cheapest hail insurance of them all. We
make this statement after a careful comparison of the
systems in operation in Canada, South Dakota and surrounding states.

cent an acre was levi d a ain t the plo ~ d land liste , this
added to the 7 cents an acre would make 32 cent an acr , the
amount to be levied on the agricultural land. For this they
furni bed 7.00 per acre protection, while in all of that part of
South Dakota, except the extreme western part where little
farming was done, the STATE HAIL FU D IN SOUTH DAKOTA FUR !SHED 10.00 PER ACRE PROTECTION FOR
36 E TS PER A RE. lf they had furni hed 10.00 per acre
protection in North Dakota, their rate would have had to be
45.7 cents per acre, which is $.007 higher than our highest
rate and 10.07 cents higher than our 35 cent rate, which rate
applies to more than 80 per cent of the farms of South Dakota.
South Dakota's Experience
Records in the hail insurance department disclose the fact
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Thus the Nonpartisan league editor attempts to convince the
farmers of South Dakota that chapter 244, session laws of
1919, known as the state hail insurance act, is not a workable
law and endeavors by comparison to how that the North Dakota law is a more workable statute and provides greater
benefit at a lower cost.
With that in mind we have made a study of the North Dakota act and find that in North Dakota the) past season there
were about 12,000,000 acres of land insured; their law provides
for a 3 per cent tax on all tillable land in that state whether
plowed or pasture land, no right of withdrawal from the 3 per
cent per acre tax being allowed. I1' this way they raised for
the hail fund in that state $850,000.00. To purchase $850,000.00
by a 3 per cent tax it must have beenj spread over 28,333,333
acres, while the insured crop acreage was only 12,000,000 acres.
This is equivalent to a tax of a little more than 7 per cent per
acre on the tilled acreage actually insured. After finding the total
losses for the season in North Dakota, an indemnity tax of 25

that 43,921 farmer were insured in the state hail fund in South
Dakota in 1919, and that 3,950,667 acres were protected, or about
one-fourth of the insurable crop acreage of the state, according
to reports in the office of the state tax commission. The premiums when collected according to our records will amount to,
in round numbers, $1,294,024.68. We have adjusted and paid
losses for the season to the amount or $330,947.68, the losses
being scattered quite generally over the state, some in each
county of the state except Clay and Union.
The cost of administering the law in South Dakota was only
$22,808.61, while in North Dakota $75,000.00 was used up and
the special session of the legislature in December, 1919, appropriated an additional $50,000.00 for expenses.
Had Money to Spare
The $50,000.00 appropriated by the legislature of South Dakota was only partly used and ultimately will all be returned
to the general fund of the state, as the South Dakota law makes
the South Dakota hail insurance department entirely self-sup-
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porting. Our legi lntur , ~.-e think, wisely provided for the borrowing of money o that th losses of the farmers could be paid
promptly I C SH.
Th op ration of the South Dakota hail in urance fund has
worked out b tter than we dared hope, and while th re was considrable oppo itfon to it, after the adjournment of the 1919
s i n of the legislature, it is increasing in popularity ev ry
day.
South Dakota Plan Be t
We believe t hat time has demonstrated that, of the different
plan for tate hail insurance, the South Dakota plan is easily
ahead of all the rest. For instance, in South Dakota the farmers
in the northwe t ern part of the state which is liable to drouth,

AFTER

to borrow money at 4.7 per cent for a
ceipt of premiums.

hort time pending re-

Then too, these certificates of indebtednes will be discounted
at bank , to ay nothing of the delay in payment of losses to the
farmers on account of having to vait until the lo ses are all in
and adjusted to find out what the as essment rates would be.
Farmer

Good Bus in

fen

The farmers of South Dakota represent the wealth of the
state, and that they are good business men goes without saying.
They appreciate that the state hail insurance department has
been conducted, its fir t season, at the very low figure of $22,808.61, while prior to November 15th the expenses of the North

BA1-rL£

Wt-\,._,,~ ""H-'E"
MA1.1E"R ?
~<,ON,

and where land is not worth nearly so much, are not called upon
to help pay the loss sustained by the farmers in the section of
the state that is almost sure to raise a crop every year and
where the land sells at from $100.00 to $300.00 per acre. Then
too, under ot1r law, the farmers of South Dakota are creating
a splendid surplus which will be available and insure prompt
payment of losses and guarantee to the farmer!l 100 cents on
the dollar for all losses, without assessments even in a year of
extra heavy hail losses. The hail insurance fund will, of course,
earn the same rate of interest other funds earn, and the interest being added to the fund as earned. While, in the states
that have an assessment plan, they will have to assess their
farmers more per acre than was charged the farmers for hail insurance in South Dakota, nor will they have any surplus left
over for the future. In South Dakota, the farmers have been
paid in cash, while in North Dakota certificates of indebtedness
are to be issued bearing 6 per cent interest, while we were able

Dakota department was in excess of $74,000.00.
be a reason for this.
ome Differenee

There must

One reason is that North Dakota had an army of adjusters
employed. We have in our possession a list, giving the names
and addresses of the 207 North Dakota official hail adjusters
who drew pay during the 1919 season. South Dakota had 15
adjusters on its payroll-never more than 10 working at any
one time.
Of the .. Torth Dakota hail adjusters, Divide county, for
instance, furnished 10 adjusters, Williams county 9, Ward
9, Foster 6, LaMoure 6, Cavalier 6, Mountrail 6, Ramsey 5,
Griggs 5, Barnes 5, Ransom 5, Stutsman 5, Burleigh 5, Golden
Valley 5, Eddy 4, McKenzie 4, Bottineau 4, McHenry 4, Renville
4, Burke 4, Pierce 3, Wells 3 and the other counties in the state
in the same proportion. The county of Dunn had but one adjuster, all other counties having from 2 to 10 adjusters. These
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adju t r 7-1 re undoubt dly part of the political organization of
the st te, and without doubt their influence wa felt in putting
the onparti an 1 ague program over.
dju ted O n Lo
One reason for the e c iv hail lo s in Torth Dal ota was
that the e adjusters adju ted their own and neighbor ' lo ses
with the result that in many in tances more than the actual loss
sustained was paid, which accounts for a part of the large hail
loss sustained.
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South Dakota ha had many ucce ful mutual fire in urance
compani , and th se companies are ju t as careful in their adjustm · nts a are th tock companie . They do not think it fair
to take from their members, who have no lo s, fund to p y
more than the loss sustained by another member. Evidently,
the Townl~y hand-pick d adju ters in North Dakota tried to
get a much for his county in the way of lo ses a he possibly
could. With ten adjusters working in a county, considerable
bacon ought to be brought home.
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State-Owned Mill Fake Exposed
South Dakota Director of Markets Proves State Is Paying Farmers Less Than Private Elevators Are
By DON LIVINGSTON
Director of Markets for South Dakota
fuch i h nrd of the mngnific nt profits which the tate-owned
mill nt Dral· 1 making. A a money.maker for ._omeo!le
(i<lentity unkno, ·n) the league pre would have us belleve the
Drake mill a close second for the Bank of North Dakota.
Don Living ton, director of market for South Dakota, 1 fortunate enough to live outside of North Dakota and to serve the
people rather than the gang.
Therefore, altho he is a st:at•J
official, he dares tell the truth, which he says is that private1y.
owned mills and elevators in South Dakota are paying the farmE'rS TE ... TO TWE1 1 TY PERCENT MORE FOR THEIR WHEAT
THA . . IS THE Tow· 'LEYIZED STATE-OW J.. :TED MILL ..\T
DRAKE.
Mr. Living ton's letter, correcting the South Dnl·ota Leader
at Mitchell, state organ of the league, follow :
T

T

"Editor of the South Dakota Leader, MitchelI, s. D.:
"My Dear Slr.-1\Iy attention is called to the statement that
you are submitting a market card of prices paid by the mill an<l
elevator association of ,.orth Dakota, dated November 17, an:l
that you are wniting to hear from me n dir ctor of mark ts.
"According to your pnJ r, below is the quotation of price paid
hy the Torth Dnk tn tnt own d mill:
ubcl
Darlc Torth rn prlng.
1-5 lb, t t. ,
2.93
. . "o. 2-u7 lb, tc t ......................................... 2.sg
No. 3-ur:-5G lb. te t ................................•..... $2.03
No. 4--54 lb. te t ................................... , ..... $2.73
No. 5-53 lb. te t ......................................... $2.7J
Subclnss Northern Spring.
. ·o. 1-58 lb. test ......................................... $2.8:l
.ro. 2-57 lb. te t ......................................... $2.78
No. 3-55-5G lb. te t ...................................... $2.7:-J
-~O. 4--54 lb. te t .... , .... , ..... ,., .... ,., ... ,.,,,.,, .... . $2.6~1
"South Dakota is neither blessed nor burdened with a state,
owned mill. We await the result of the experiment by our great
sister state of • orth Dakota, the laboratory of suggestive therapeutic..
T
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· uth J al·ota I rl

"I hn,,
nth J

duty to d fencl the integrity of thi commonwealth and its institutions, ·h n challenged by representatives of tho e of other
:tnt , or th
reprc nting them. li'or th nbove rea ·on I h '!:;
to ubmft tlie llo, ing m rket card, 1 ued by the tok
lilll•1i:;
<'Ompany of Wat rtown, . D., an publi ll d in the , Tat rtown
Public Opinion, a daily pa1 r b arin date of e<>emller 2, 1019.
Thi mill has n capacity of 1,200 barrel n day. It product
second to none manufactured, are sold in competitive markets
of the world.

lo

for.

5TAND
I rlc

Paid hy • t k
Ullino
Dark ... ~orthcrn • pring.

o.

60 lb. t t ................................................. 3.10
5 lb. te t ....................................•........... 3.11:;
5 lb. t<'. t ................................................ 3.00

2.,5
te t ................................................ 2.9z;
te t ............................................... 2 .. 1
test ................................................ 2.BO
test ................................................ 2.75
52 lb. test ................................................ 2.70
51 lb. te ·t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.65
50 lb. te!'-t ................................................ 2}10
4C lb. te~t ................................................ 2.:i5
~ •ortbern Spring.
5 to 10 cents per bu llel lower.
"I have before me the report of the tate auditor of ~ ·ort!1
Dnl·ota, giving a financial statement of the operation of the
stn te-owned mill, from August 20 to September 26, inclu..,ive.
56
65
ri4
63

lb.
lh.
lb.
lb.

"It w1ll be notic d in th auclitor's rep rt that th re 1 a Io
-5.50 ou op n or<l r and future sale . Thi cnn only m nn
of two thin rs, thnt th mill manag r i incomp t nt or gnmliling on the market. If h did not have the wheat in th mill in
ufficlent qunntlties to make the thou nnd 1Jnrrc1 of flour or
1he amount sold tor future delivery, llc should bav bOught nn
option on enough wheat to fill the contract. Thi· i called a
hedge, and it is an as urance again t a rai e in the price of
wheat above the price on which the contract was ba~ed.
"You are quoting l\Ir. McGovern and telling me what to do. I
will tell you omething. Give my re.~pects to your l\lr. McGover,1
und tell the manager of the Torth Dakota mill that hedging
9gainst sale~ on future delivery for a mill is a job for an expert,
and that it would be profitable to hire one. The auditor's statement is proof that some change is nece ~ary.
"The Stokes mill at Watertown ha a capacity of 1,200 barrels
per day anu has been doing bu ·ine::: ~ for 3G :rear . Owing t.:>
climatic conditions, rain and hot weather fn South Dakota, our
wheat i of an inferior quality. The wheat in ·orth Dakof-a
of

()H
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ar, y t th~
ihnt th , uth I ukotn f11rn1C'r " t n mu h fo1· th •ir ruin ni;
the .. ~orth 1 nkota urm r di . I old wl11 at on • Y mb r _:.. nt
I r l.)u.-heJ for th top,
,.orth })nkota mill. The ub ,. lnfor- r 10 nl 1 ,•ator, a llu

up rl r to wh at rnl

~·nt rt ,,·u mill i

1 .,ying

cl In tb1

3.10 nnll

.u-

m n .. .45.

minrr
"I ]o not tu) e mu ·h ·t ·I· in the f.,cnd "r' eln Im thu t the .. rorti1
th~ J)akotn f, rrncr nr g ttin 11or for their rruin.
n po lhlv
could pick instances out where the • orth Dakota armer was
l,'ettln • m r nnd he (•ou}d r ver · it u •uin nnd th .' uth I akot 1
"By resolutions of the South Dakota legislature, thi depart- farmer would beg tting more. So far as th:e orth Dakota farmer
m nt i requir d to mnk tnve ti atlon n to th 'de ·irnbility f getting paid for dockage, •ill say it is all a bubble, a the elevam tnlling tntc own d mill und packing plant , etr. W w ultl tor whkh bould bu~· tht. aockage mu.·t • 'l arnt it fir t nnd the 1

r
(==~
.Art, .,.fC\, ''-T' c. e~
THE

N0MPART1SAN

LOVE

"

FATHERS, MOTHERS,. W)4AT DO YOU TlilN\<OF IT?
consider it a personal favor and a great service to the people of
the whole ~·tn te if you wou}(] give u;-· the b nefit of your e ·peripnce with thi · tut -owuecl mill, to-wit:
''How i th m111 Hua n · d? What i the cn1 n ity of
the mill? My e ti mate is appro imatc and is deduced
from your figur • nnd the .Auditor'
tut ment. What
m<'tl10d are to ue innugurnt •d to reduc th, pr ent
deft •it and put th mill on a paying lln L? Anything
practical and of a con 'tructh'e nature to make ondition
better nnd not to de ·troy, will be a11precinted.
"In a rec •ut letter i ·::meu hy this department I i-tatcd that we
l1ad 12.000 farmer ~to ·kholcler.· connected with co-operative elevators. The state secretary, C. H. Eyler, informs there are over
30,000. What they think might be of interest to you. The
following letter is a sample of many received at this office:
Hoven. S. D., .. yov. 24, 1919.
Dear ..'.ir:
Heading in the South
Dakota Leader the • yonparti.·an paper, challen~ing you to ."how
"l\Ir. Don Livin°~ton:

put it on th mnrkPt with it. m-uul e_·pen. • before it can get it'3
111oney hack, in..,tend of going through nil troubl the .i:yorth Dakota elevator, which is askecl to pay for dockage they deduct
rim amount in vulu in moue~· from a tunl grain and })Uy it out
fl.' do,•knge.
'J'hi. L ren nnhl n the .1. ,.orth Dakot t 1 lenltor t::;
nothing for their dockage wh n they ship it out with their grain.
no more than the South J>akota ckvntor doe . I am IX'Ukin,:;
from expC'rh•rn·<• a, I followed grniu lJui;;ine. as n manager of the
Farmer ' EIC\·ator company !or 12 yenr anu nt pre"ent am
fanning. I am 11 • ·ouvarti. an nwmher an(l do not approye of the
Leader when it goes to publishing fictitious stories.
Your.; truly,
CHARLES l\IACK.
..... ·ow let us be definite. Do rou meau to ~a~· thnt the:--e m_ 11
and the institutions they represent are dishonest? ·
Your~ trul~'.
no . . · LIVL ·GsTo. \
DirC<.!tor of Market ,

South Dakota.
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newspaper business. He
r ceived his education
in the common schools
of the state, and at
Concordia college,
Moorhead, 'linn., afterwards taking a business course. He was
secretary of the Progressive
Republican
central committee on
the campaigns of 1906,
1908, and 1910. Was
elected ecretary of the
state board of railway
commissioners in 1909
and moved to Bismarck,
where he has resided
since. He was elected
secretary of state in
1912, and re-elected in
1914 and 1916 and 1918,
the last two times with
1 e a g u e endorsement.
Was married to Miss
nna 1\1. Grafen tein at
have four children, one son,
Jamesto,vn ,
Richard ; a nd three daughters, Lucille, Ellen and J<Jdna.
TIU,

0
an implacable enemy of bo
an rule. H fought
th hos es of hi o n ounty
tand till b fore he became
a c, ndldate for tat auditor, ancl it , •as be aus of h1s reco nfz d terlin qualiti a a man and a leader that the farmer
twi e nominated him and ele ted him by enormous majoritie
to b their state auditor.

T TE.

'1 ATJ~ AUJ ITOH.

Carl R. Kositzky, state auditor, was born April 7, 1876, at
Yankton, S. I>. After Ji yin" in 'outh Dakota and ... ~ebra~ka, 11e
eame to . . 'or th Dakota in 1001 and settled at Rterling on a farm
He received his education in the public and rural schools of
South Dakota aud ... 'ehra~ka. al o at Gates college, 1·eligh, ·eb,
and at the Tebra. ka agricultural college at Lincoln, 'eh. Hns
held the office of county treasurer and county
commissioner
of
Burleigh county, and
was secretary of the
state tax commission
from 1913 to 1916.
Received the endor emen t of the Nonpartisan
lea ue of his candlda •y
for the republican nomination for state auditor in 1916, was nominated and elected to
that office in November
of that year, was reelected in 1918. He was
married July 16, 1902,
to Estelle L Gaskill;
there are five children,
Roy, Josephine, Katherine, Carl and Lawrence. For years before
the :Nonpartisan league
was dreamed of Carl
Kositzky was known as
CARL R KOSITZKY
6

\'illinm

J.1111 ..

r, nttornPy " nernl uf the "'tnte of .. orth Dak tu.

is a orth Dakota product, having been born in Casselton, Cass
unty, : vt mb r ~O. l
BL fnther, l 4 rank J. Langer, om'
,,! the lde:::t and mo t r -.pe t d citizen of ... ·orth Dakota, in th<
E'Hrly e,·entie , · ttl • n a ffirm nenr C'a ·selton. On thi fnrrn.
"rmiam Lnug r wn r ared nnd under the tut:elng of bl
hri thin parent. ~min d tho e prindple. of integrity and tandard •
of right living that have made him at the age of thirty-three,
worthy of the title given him of the "Fearless Attorney General
Ctf . . Torth Dakota." He wa · euucate<l in tl.e common school of
. Torth Dakota nncl at 1he Uni\'er:·ttie of ..:·orth Dakota and
olumhia, . . Tew York city, receiving hi A. B. degree :from the
latter institution, in
1910, graduating as valedictarian of his class.
After his graduation, he
practised law in .fandan as a member of the
law firm of Langer and
ruchols. From 1914 to
J916' was state's attorney of • 1orton county.
In thi
capacity he
gained a state wide
reputation as a public
prosecuto~
Through
llis work in enforcing
the liquor laws of the
state and in aiding in
the elimination of vice
conditions in the state,
he has received the endorsement of the W. C.
T. U., the Equity, the
• 'ational
Nonpartisan
league, the Scandinavian total abstinence
WILLIAM LANGER
league, and the state
enforcement league. He was elected to his present position in
1916 and re-elected in ToYember, 1918. He was married February 26, 1917, to Lydia Cady of Tew York lty, and a daughter,
Emma Bulkley, was born I ecember 17, 1918.
TO\\'..'J,EY

.'D HIS POKJ~ Ot.' PEAr' TS

When Cartoonist Thomas turned in the cartoon which appears on Page 11 of this issue, we naturally asked him, "What's
in the bag?"
"Peanuts," replied Thomas, "Great big, hump-backed, double-jointed Georgia goobers!"
We were relieved, because it had hurt us to the quick to
think of compelling Boss Townley to buy anything more expensive out of his meagre salary of $200 per month from the
National Nonpartisan league and $100 more as editorial director
of the Fargo Courier-. Tews.
And peanuts are so characteristic and so ty,pical of the sort
of politics that Townley and Governor Frazier have been playing that we saw the point.
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WHATI
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TITUTION WORTH?

Townley' E timate Would ake orth Dakota's Expen ive at 30 Cent , Legi lature hows
" ~o a t of tJ1 J M th

effect until July
clo
of Ut
e ion uni
the legislature by a
vote of two-thirds of the members pre nt and voting, In each
hou e shall declare it an emerg ncy measure, WHI H DECLAUATION SHALL BE SET ORTH IN THE ACT."
That, we submit, is fairly plain Engli b.
ot "King's Engli h," but common, ordinary American English, set forth in words that all of us can understand and
a imilate.
fir t:, aft r tJ1

CL RI 'G IT TO BE A E IERGE ·cy ACT A D G IVI 'G IT
I IMEDIATE EFFE T. But, becaus th re were a few Nonpartf an league memb r of the hou e of representatives who
doubted the advis bility of forcing through SOME of the measur s hich the secret caucus, dominated by William Lemke,
thought hould be put into operation before the people ere
glv n a chance to EVEN CONSIDER THE I OR GAIN A UNDERSTA 'DI G O.F THE f, Ir. L mke could not muster in the
hous the required two-thirds vote which would have lawfully
and constitutionally have declared these acts emergency measures.
Still, even in spite of this fact, and full knowledge upon
the part of Ir. Lemke of this fact, the secret caucus continued

s

W~\A,' HE: UC) I NG
To Do FOR US
A~'/WAY,?
I
I WONl)E.lt. IF
'-\E REM EM{3ERS
1-\IS PROMI <,£<::> ..,

'I,~

,,-;:'
1

TO DO ~IU'ST
"'-,;_
WJ.\A.T l PROMl':;>ED

-

TO DO- l ~l'-1
Go1NG To G1V£
'/00 ~A.C.H i
~AR.I"'\

WH".1

AN()

l()U E~,JZN

i
The quotation is from Section 67 of the North Dakota constitution AS A 'IE~ DED BY THE PEOPLE, who voted in 1918 upon
this clear, understandable phraseology, and approved it.
WHAT CONSTITUTION MEANT
Now, one would take this section to mean when it says NO
A T OF THE LEGISLATI 1 E AS EMBL r SHALL TAKE
EF.FE 'r UNTIL JULY FIRST, AF1'ER THE CLOSE OF 'l'HE
SESSIO. that the constitution meant just that, which is, that
NO ACT of ANY LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY shall take effect
until July first AFTER THE CLOSE OF ANY SESSION, unless
the legislature by a vote of two-thirds of the members present
and voting, IN EACH HOUSE, shall declare it an EMERGENCY
MEASURE, which DECLARATION SHALL BE SET FORTH IN
THE ACT.
Members of the Sixteenth legislative assembly, which was
just as much governed by the constitution, we will presume, as
any of its predecessors, took this section of the constitution to
mean just what it said WHEN THEY ATTACHED TO EVERY
IMPORTANT SECRET CAUCUS MEASURE A CLAUSE DE-

to attach to its bills-even bills introduced after the time for
the introduction of bllls had passed, aud when new bills could,
under the rules of the house, be introduc d only und r unanimous consent-the legal and constitutional emergency clause,
and each one of these bllls failed by a fair proportion of the
votes of the house to secure the required two-thirds majority.
HOW IT HAPPENED
Then, one afternoon toward the close of the session, there
was slipped to the committee on delayed bills HOUSE BILL 60,
the very last bill introduced in either house. The committee
was not told the truth about this bill, whose purpose was to
set aside the constitution and give immediate effect to all acts
of the special session, because the men responsible for it dared
not tell the truth. The committee was informed that it would
serve only to give immediate effect to a bill repealing the anticigarette act, A MEASURE WHICH WILLIAM LEMKE, ENTIRELY 1G ·oRING THE FACTIONS WHICH HAVE FOR
YEARS OPPOSED THE LICENSED SALE OF CIGARETTES
IN NORTH DAKOTA, WAS SAID TO HAVE PROMISED THE

THE RED FLAME
G THE UPRG TJZATIO WHICH
ND PUBLICLY AT-

1ERI
l..EGIO
PORT OF AP TRIOTI
HE IS A C SEO
F
TACK! G.

Three-fifth of the m mb r hip of the committee on delayed
are leaguer
rho re Joyal to Townley and Bill Lemke.
To put it baldly, and bluntly and in plain Engli h THREEFIFTH O:F' THE 1E 1BERS OF TBA T CO UTTEE ARE
SUSPECTED F T"AKI 'G ORDER i RO f DILL LE. iKE A D
TO "fl/ LEY. But th y bad no instruction in this in tance, and
they voted a s men who think for them elves and form their
bill
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nd there ·o. great currying to nd fro in the lobbl
and in
the rotunda , and wh n the hou e rea sembl d at the call of
the chair, f ssrs. Br tsb r , Bjerke and Strain-mark th m
well, and note that th y no longer are rcferrejl to as "repres ntativ " of th p ople---bad a majority report to pre ent.
re omm nding that House Bill 60 be introduced.
And the men who voted for the substitution of the will of
Bill Lemke for the constitution of the state of orth Dakota, as
approved by the people of orth Dakota and amended by the
people of the North Dakot~AND 'IARK THEM WELL, THAT
THEY J. f Y NOT BE RETURNED TO THE SEVENTEENTH

WE ARE OPPOSED TO
· FREE LOVE- SOCIALISM
TOWNLEY ISM
AND

~

i'4E RED FLAG
StaN£O
( DUNN COUHTY

,______~

own opinions, and they agreed with the two minority members,
C:balrman Edward W. Herbert, a leaguer ho ceased to take
orders i'l'om
Townley-Lemke-Mills-LeSueur-Kate
Richards
O'Hare, et al., during the last regular session, and Representative Severson, that the bill could accomplish no good purpose.
And this three-fifths majority of Townleyites voted with the
two-fifths Jruljorlty really representative of the people to not
introduce this bill, and their report was presented to the
house. It was a unanimous report such is required under the
rules adopted by this house from the committee on delayed
bills, and the house adopted this report.
LEMKE GETS BUSY
Then there was a great adoo. A Townley house member,
acting under instructions, moved for a recess "at the call of
the chair," said chair being one L. L. Stair of Bottineau, who
in addition to being speaker of the house is understood to be
on the league pay-roll, as an organizer. There was a recess.

~~

A EMBLY TO l\IISREPRESE. T THE PEOPLE OF NORTH
DAKOTA, WERE:
ARNOLD, ALBERTS, BRADY, BROSTUEN, BRATSBERG,
BR A , BJERKE, BURKHART, BYRNE, CADDELL, ECKERT,
FERGUSON, FREDRICKSON, GUNHUS, HAINES, HALL,
HARDT, HARDING, HOARE, IVERS, JOHNSON of Dickey,
JOHNSON of Steele, KAMRATH, KELDER, KELL ,KELLOGG,
KEITZl\fAN, LARSON of Ransom, Larson of Stutsman, LAZIER,
MADDOCK of l\lountrail, MADDOCK of Benson, MALONE,
MAGNUSON, MARSHALL, MARTIN of Slope, MARTIN of Bottineau, MAXWELL, McDONNELL, McLARTY, McMANUS, MILLER, MOEN, NATHAN of Sheridan, NATHAN of Logan, NESVIG,
O'BRIEN, O'CONNOR of Pembina, OLSON of Barnes, OPLAND,
PATTERSON, PRATER, RANDALL, RIBA, RENAULD, SHERMAN, STRAIN, STOM, WADE ON, WALKER, WELDS of Wells,
WHIPPLE, WOG, YEATER, STAIR.
UP TO THE VOTERS
The voters know, or should know, the names of the men who
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re repre enting th m, or Mr. To ·nl y, in the rorth Dakot
legislature. Th y hould scan this list, and if they find the
name of a representative of Mr. Townl y there-the name of
man •ho would s t aside the con tltution of North Dakota
for the will of a single political boss who 1 not ev n a resident of orth Dakota- they hould flle that name away fn their
memory, in order that they may know what to do when they
go to the primaries ne ·t spring and to the general election
ne t fall.
Elsewhere in this issue fs presented the attorney general's
opinion of House Bill 60. He but verifies the opinion of every
intelligent citizen of this measure, WHICH WOULD SET ASIDE

or,

'OTIIhH

O UJ~I

l..I ~.

The Red Flame could not think of using up the spac nee sary to expose all of the lie of the To 'nley press. Only the
more obviou one need be r ferred to. Townley's ch mpfon
liar, the Courier- 'ews, paid for 1th 20,000 of which Townley
is said to have become possessed about the time the first le gue
legislature agreed to be kind to the rail 'ays, says in a recent
i sue that the December number of The Red Flame probably
ould be the last. The falsity of that lie is proven by the
appearance of this number.
The Courier-News also states, on false information emanating
from a Bismarck source which The Red Flame will properly
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THE LEAGUE LEGISLATOR'S HOME-COMING.
THE PLAIN INTENT OF THE PEOPLE AS CLEARLY EXPRESSED IN SECTION SIXTY-SEVEN OF THE CONSTITUTION AND WOULD SUBSTITUTE THEREFORE THE WILL
Oli' A CONCEITED, SEU,-CENTERED DICTATOR AS EXPRESSED DY MR. LEl\fi{E.
House Bill GO merely provides that the governor at his discretion may at any time assemble the legislature in special
session and that he may through a simple majority of that assembly declare that every measure enacted at that session
SHALL TAKE IMMEDIATE EFFECT, and that the people of
North Dakota shall have no vt>ice in the matter; shall have
no opportunity for a referendum election, and shall be given
no chance to familiarize themselves with the new laws by
which they are commanded to abide. There is but one thing
which is quicker and more positive and deadlier, A.JD THAT IS
MARTIAL LAW OF WHICH RUSSIA AND NORTH DAKOTA
HAVE HAD A SAMPLE.

expose in due time, that 30,000 copies of The Red Flame for
December hncl to be d troyed because of some objectionable
advertising matter ~hlch appeared therein.
THE HEO FI.,AME WISHES TO SAY TO THE OURIER
NEWS AND TO ITS READERS THAT THIS IS A VICIOUS, •
ABSOLUTE, UNMI'l'IGATED LIE!
And THE RED FLAME will pay the Courier-News, which is
so sadly in need of money to make up for the patronage which
it has never been able to procure, 100 for each copy o The
Red Flame for December which was suppressed or withheld
or destroyed for any reason whatsoerer, other than the usual
small number which may have been ruined in the course of
printing and binding.
THE COURIER .. TEWS WILL EITHER ACCEPT THIS CHALLENGE AND EARN THE RIGHT TO THREE MILLION DOLLARS OR IT WILL STAND ACK rOWLEDGED A SELF CONFESSED, COWARDLY, BAR,.TYARD TYPE OF INARTISTIC
LIAR!
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TICE WORK

Banker Who teal Enough eed Fear othing More
Than Brief ojourn in Pri on- ot o Piker Thieves
The ronparti an le ue gang bo ses ha •e one brand of justice for the rich and another brand for the poor. A man who
one year ago stole a coat to shield him from the cold ls stm
in the state penitentiary, while his wife may tarve or earn
a living as a scrub voman. But the rich banker who abused
the confidence which his clients reposed in him and who looted
his bank of from $200,000 to $300,000 of its funds, after serving
only 9% months of the 11 1h-years prison term which he was
justly assessed by a district judge after a fair and impartial

Security Bank of Knox, North Dakota. Upon being found guilty
of these crimes, he was sentenced on December 17th, of last
year, to serve a term of leven and one-halt years in the State
Penitentiary.
D. H. Ugland was on the 9th day of September, 1919, paroled
by the Board of Experts, after having served not quite nine
months of bis sentence of eleven and one-half years.
I objected to this action on the part of the Board prior to
the time he was paroled, and I protested afterwards.
The parole In this case was made upon the usual conditions
of good behavior, honest conduct, avoiding evil associations,
obeying the law and abstaining from intoxlcatltig liquors. Since
the time of his parole, my investigations show that Ugland has
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trial, is turned loose by Townley's state board of experts, and
ls bade hon voyage ns be swings aboard his Pullman to beat
It down to The Cities for a time with the boys.
This is not hearsay or rumor. It is a true story which is
told in the following petition which is now pending before the
state hoard of exports. Read it and ponder over the Nonpartisan ..,ague's conceptions of justice-ponder and wonder
at the power of gold!
T110 Attorney General's Statement.
Application by the attorney general to the board of experts
for the revocation of the parole of D. H. Ugland, Register
No. 3083.
The records in the case of D. H. Ugland, Register No. 3083,
show that he plead guilty and was sentenced on December 17th,
1918, from Benson County, for having committed the crimes
of embezzlement, and for accepting money for deposit In an
insolvent bank, which he knew to be insolvent, and for having
made, with intent to defraud, false entries in the books of the

:COL f) ;:-£ET
violated every one of those conditions to which he agreed and
upon which he was permitted to leave the confinement of the
penitentiary, and the facts show that since September 9th, his
behavior has been anything but exemplary; that he has bad no
permanent employment; that he bas taken part in fraudulent
transactions; that he is himself a spendthrift; that he has
courted the companionship of crooks and men engaged in
fraudulent business enterprises, and has participated in those
fraudulent transactions himself; that he has disobeyed in the
same :flagrant way the same laws for which he was originally
sentenced and confined in the penitentiary and then paroled;
that since the time he hns been paroled, he has been arrested
and is now awaiting trial on two criminal charges, which are
each a felony; and that instead of abstaining from the use of
intoxicating liquors and conducting himself in a temperate
way, he has become since September 9th addicted to the use
of alcoholic liquors; that he has spent most of the time in the
city of Minneapolis, engaged in association with men given to
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the use o into ·ic tin liquor ; th t h ha b come di ip t d
by into ication; that he is today a pend thrift, proflfg t , and
h bitu Hy addi t d t the us of into lcatin liquor .
In con Ider tion of the failure of D. H. U land to comply
1th the provi ion of hi parol as set out above, I r que t
that bi parole be forthwith revoked, and that he be committed immediat ly to the penitentiary to serve the remainder
of his sentence.
D, ted at Bismarck, orth Dakota, ecen1ber 8th, 1919.
Respectfully ubmitt d,
WILLIAM: LANGER,
Attorney General.

A oncurr nt R olutlon.
BE IT RE OL 1ED DY THE HO E OF H I PRESENTATIVES
OF THE '1' TE 0}1., TOH.Tl DA.KOT I Tl E SENATE C01 ll I G:

WHEREAS, J. R. Water , i no and hn b en since the fourth
day of April, 1919, the duly appointed, qualified and cting
ianager o the D nk of Torth Dakota, and prior to that time
and on June 10, 1918, • the duly qualified and acting State
Examiner of the Stat of orth Dakota, holding both positions
re pectfvely und r the appointment made by Governor Lynn J.
Frazier; and,

•
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THE TRUTH ABOUT LEAGUE BANKS
Facts Read Into Journal of the Hou e Which Townley's
Smelling Committee Cannot Smoke Out
In spite of very effort of the party in power to suppress
the truth and to keep from the peopl the facts concerning
their manipulation of public funds and abuse of privllcge, citizens of North Dakota gradually are learning just what transpired in the Scandinavian-American bank case. One of these
truth-revealing documents which cannot be kept from the
people is House Bill No. 50, introduced by Representative L. L.
Twichell of Cass county, and herewith reproduced. It is
needless to say that the league majority in the house, no matter what its feelings as individuals may have been, was not
allowed to vote for this measure.
RESOLUTION
H.B. No. 50.
(Introduced by Representative L. L. Twichell,
of Cass County)

WHEREAS, Roy M. Halliday acted as Deputy In the o!fice of
J. R. Waters, State Examiner, on June 10, 1918, and thereafter
until appointed by J. R. Waters, as Deputy Director of Publicity and Audits, for th Dank of rorth Dakota; and,
WHEREAS, on June 10, 1918, Roy . Halliday, then serving
n the office of the State Examiner, under the direction or J. R.
at rs, wrote the following letter:
OFFICE OF STATE EXAMINER
State of North Dakota
BISMARCK
J. R. Waters, State Examiner.
E. A. Thorberg, Chief Deputy Examiner.
June 10, 1918.
Mr. J. J. Hastings, Vice President,
Scandinavian-American Bank,
Fargo, N. D.
Dear Mr. Hastings:
Mr. Waters submitted to an operation a..t the hospital
here today. While the operation is not serious, yet he is

THE RED
not very ;vell an
111 be J. id up for
bile. This i th
r a on that you • n
r. Seming en er not able to g t
him ov r the phone.
H has a k cl m to ,,rite you r gnrding the e t a h lp
you hav
t your bank ju t no makin an examination.
He ha
een sic
Ince l st Thur day or ho ould have
he ded the thin o . Being that fr. Schoregg , r. Semfng en and r. Halldorson are th re no to m ke an e amination, on behalf o the omml ion, he does not care to
create any animo ity and antagonism over this matter at
· this time and get a good a report from them as possible
so they on't have anything to band the opposition parties
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rat rs is ati fl d,
Ith thl information, that you nd
r. • min s n will b able to handl this matter saUsractorJJy to all.
It ~ nything further de elop s, kindly rite me.
·ours very truly, RO ~ '1. H LLID Y.
1

ncl,

1

WHEHEA , on the 15th de y of arch, 1919, and the 7th day
o April, 1919, J. R. Waters, bile then Stat Examiner, obtained from the c1ndinavian-Ameri n Bank loans for his
own private ven ure. the Cnited State Sisal Trust, In the
um or 11,000.00, which ·ere exce ive in law and in violation
of hi oath of offlc ; and,

I
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HOME-CO MI
ever L ague flnanc s and business method or criticise the
amount of paper c rrled there. It app ars quite evident
that this is a political plny for thund r. You s e the oppo 1Uon parti
re a little short on real s nsation thunder and
they are trying to scare up something for the la t act, and,
I don't suppo c th other banks in Fargo are just bat
you would term "Crazy about you." Mr. Waters wishes
me to advise you that if the examiners object to any of
the paper carried there, you are to tell them that it will
be removed at once. The plan for taking care of objectionable matters is to shoot it out to the other League
banks--Grand Forks, Lisbon, Hillsboro, Buxton, Hattonthese banks are practically all new banks and have been
passed by the Commission which will leave them in a
position to do this. They would not have anything that
the Commission could object to just now. Anything that
you sent them would be taken back later on, if necessary.
Of course, we don't want you to move any more than is
absolutely necessary to get by with a clean report. Mr.

letter of critici m to J. H. Hagen,
WHEREAS, th re ftcr in
, t rs, referrin to the Sc ndinaviandated 1 y 6, 1919, J. n.
Am rican B nk, stat d:
"According to the hnnl fng Ia s, th reserve on hand at
all times, after deducting the amount due to banks, must
be ten percent of the time deposits and twenty percent of
the demand. In figuring on this basis which would be
strictly according to law, you can readily see that your
reserve would be many thousands of dollars less than
no reserve. It is my opinion that your bank with its
present line of deposits should carry in reserve at all
times at least $400,000.00."
and yet, in the face of the facts contained in this letter, written by himself, J. R. Waters permitted the Scandinavian-American Bank of Fargo to remain open and to continue to do business
with the general public; and,
WHEREAS, after his appointment (lB Manager of tbe _B-ank
of l Torth Dakota, J. R. Waters did on the 3rd day of July, 1919,
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writ a 1 tter to H. J. Ha n, then Pre ident of the ScandinavianAm rlcan Bank of Fargo, and now convicted of the crime of
exhibiting fals r ports to a bank examiner, o
hich lett r the
following paragraph i a portion:
"Yes, we have finally reached the time hen our pray r
7e
have been answered and our dreams have come true.
are now on the level track with the rails greased, and
should be in a position to speed up.
e are not getting
in money very fast on account of the d lay n getting our
printing done, and our books in shape to take care of
the business. We can send you some money the early
part of the week I think. It may not be very much as we

fails to state hether or not J. R. Wat r , Manager of the Bank
o
rorth Dakota, and Roy f. Halliday, Deputy Director of
Publicity and Audit for the Dank of rorth Dakota, a to the
e aminatlon made by O. E. Lofthus, practised the ame deception ur ed in the "shoot it out to other bank " letter s t out
in full above, vhich they sent to J. J. Hastings on fay 10, ,
1918; and,
WHEREAS, Such conduct on the part of J. R. Waters and
Roy . Halliday constitutes
violation of trust and breach of
contldence in this, that they have committed misfeasance in
office; that while , om to uphold the laws of the state, they
have held them in wanton disregard to be evaded and not
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I AM AS~ At1EO

or-.sv<.1-1

Sum
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W€ 1HOT HE:
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~E:" Al.TI
t<.10.

LI'<( A

have not yet called in any public funds. Would ten
thousand help? If so kindly advise me.
"With best regards, I am
"Yours truly,
"J. R. Waters, Manager."
and,
WHEREAS, J. R. Waters and his subordinate, F. w. Cathro,
have admitted that the Bank of North Dakota has engaged in
financia!. transactions amounting to hundreds of thousands of
dollars, with the Scandinavian-American Bank of Fargo, and
in a sworn affidavit, F. W. Cathro, the subordinate of J. R.
Waters, openly boasts of the fact that the Bank of North Dakota did retain in its possession for a period of time more than
$54,000.00 out of a total of over $333,000.00 of notes sent it by
the Scandinavian-American Bank; and,
WHEREAS, Although O. E. Lofthus makes the sworn statement that at the time of his examination of the Bank of North
Dakota, the said bank contained in its assets no post-dated
checks or notes, either as collateral security or otherwise, he

to be enforced; that said J. R. Waters has failed to disclose
crime within his knowledge as a public servant, galnl!it the
banking law , and has flagrantly violated his oath of office;
that he has permitted nd abetted at least one banking institution to violate the banking laws under which they were
created, and then condone such violations; that he has permitted monied corporations under his supervision to evade the
law and has concealed such evasions.
NOW THEREFORE, Be it resolved, that the Legislative Assembly of the State of orth Dakota, assembled in its special
session, demand that J. R. Waters present his resignation as
Manager of the Bank of North Dakota to the Industrial Commission, and that demand be made upon the Industrial Commission to accept the same, and that the same be accepted, and
that Roy M. Halliday, Deputy Director of Publicity and Audits,
present his resignation, and that the same be accepted, and
that In filling the vacancies caused by the resignations of
J. R. Waters and Roy M. Halliday some persons other than
H. J. Hagen, 0. E. Lofthus, P. R. Sherman or one Gilbert Sem-

THB DD
ln1son, be appointed; provided that before the resignation of
J. R. Waters b ace pted, and the salary :for his last month of
service be paid, th t he be required to take up and pay any
notes or obligations hlch he may now be owing to the Bank
of North Dakota, to the Scandinavian- merican Bank, or to
any other state institution, and that Carl R. Kositzky, State
Auditor, be directed, and is herewith empowered and ordered to
make an examin tlon and audit of the Bank of North Dakota and
make his report of the same to Attorney General William Langer,
for the purpose of commencing criminal prosecutions, and for
the further purpose of insuring compliance with this resolution
in removing ny indebtedness which J. R. Waters may have
therein.

LET THERE BE

EW ALIG

E T

If necessary, let there he a new alignment of parties. Let
every other issue be dropped, and let it be made a square fight
between Americanism and Revolutionary Socialism-an Americanism that would preserve our constitution, our opportunities
and our institutions against the e forces now working secretly
and openly to subvert and destroy them. It the test must come,
let it come now! Let it come before the rills and rivulets of
treason have swelled into a mighty flood that may sweep away
our foundations. While patriotism stands on the constitution,
the Bolshevik chaos will not engulf our civilization.-Rev. Marion D. Shutter, Minneapolis.

You've GOT 1-111'1 Lt (l<.E.o.'
'/odvc:. GoT HIM LI Cl<.E.D;

TH

FIGHTI

All of the forces of hate which the Townley
soviets could muster were leveled during the special session at 0. B. Burtness of Grand Forks,
plucky, fighting leader of the minority on the
floor of the house. He and Del Patterson, blatant
spokesman for the majority, engaged in many a
lively tilt and one of them Cartoonist Thomas has

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT THE FL.AME
You no doubt have friends living back east who are wondering
what North Dakota's new government is doing. People everywhere are anxious for authentic information about the league.
If you have in mind someone "back home" who would appreciate THE RED FLAME, buy him a copy, or send his name to
THE RED FLAME, Bismarck, N. D., with 30 cents, and a copy
will be mailed him direct from this office; or, better still, send
Sl.60 and secure for him the next six numbers of THE RED
FLAME.

pictured here. There will be more game cocks
of the Burtness feather in the next house of representatives. It was Burtness who brought about
the Free Love expose in the state library which
resulted in the discharge of C. E. Stangeland, an
imported socialist whom the Totten board had
>laced at the head of the library.
STANDARDIZE THE CHILDREN

Standardize the children-Quantity production, that's the crying need of the age!
Turn out babies as much alike as two Fords and with about
the same amount of sentiment in their manufacture.
Then, anyone can drive them.
Think what Townley could do with an animated bunch of
jitneys that he didn't have to propel to the polls with his wellknown variety of elm club!
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TOWNLEY LEAGUE AGAIN GOES ON RECORD
AGAINST EFFORT TO SUPPRESS RED FLAG
Townl y's 1 agu 1 gi lature b
tor the third time on on
r cord again t any e ort to upprcss the R d fl g. The clo Ing hours of the rec nt special e ion w re dis raced by the
asphyxiation with bot air of Hou e Blll 11, fathered by Representatives Petterson and ess, ho e object was nothing more
drastic than to prevent th carrying of the red flag of Socialism and the black flag of Anarchism in street parades or of
sub tituting them for Old Glory in public place .
The league attitude toward the Red flag was fittingly expressed by Rep. Bj rke, one of Townley's men in the hou e:

I CAP BLE O LOY L ER

E.

Karl Marx occuQies a prominent place in the orth Dakota
public library and it circulating librari . Kn I Marx ;vas one
of th fir t writ r to be placed in the h nd of the inmate of
the orth Dakota penitentiary aft r Ch rI s . Stangel nd, discharged head of the state library commis ion, had made a survey
of that institution. What was the result ought 'l
Dr. Marion D. Shutter of Minneapolis tells us that: "The
Ru sian soci91ists are saturated with Germanic socialism, of
the school of Marx. What was the result? What is always
the result? It makes a man incapable of any real loyal service

PROTECTION

I

k
"If I was a bull or a turkey gobbler, I
ould vote for this
bill, because tho e are the only things that gets very much
excited hen th y see a red flag. I ill ote a aln t it."
And v 'ry leagu member of the house, but two, voted with
Mr. Bjerke to let thi 100 percent American Bill die in committee. 'rhe roll-call shows that the following Townleyites
r fused to vote for the oppression of the Red flag:
Alberts, Bailey, Brady, Brostuen, Bratsberg, Bryans, Bjerke,
Burkhart, Byrne, Caddell, Ferguson, Frederickson, Haines, Hall,
Hardt, Harding, Ivers, Johnson of Dickey, Johnson of Steel
Kamrath, Kelder, Kell, Kellogg, Keitzman, Larson of · Ransom,
Larson of Stutsman, Larkin, Lazier, Maddock of Benson, Malone, Magnuson, Marshall, Martin of Slope, Martin of Bottineau,
Maxwell, McDonnell, McLarty, l\'IcManus, Miller, Moen, Nathan
of Sheridan, Nesvig, O'Brien, O'Connor of Pembina, Olson of
Barnes, Opland, Patterson, Prater, Randall, Riba, Renauld,
Sherman, Strain, Strom, Walker, Weld of Wells, Whipple, Wog,
Yeater, Speaker Stair.

to his country. It cuts the nerve of his patriotism. He wants
his sociali m to conquer the world. H docs not care for hi
country-not ev n in America. He says so openly and above
th board. The St. Louis doctrine of 1917 says:
" 'As against the fnl e doctrine of national patriotism we uphold the ideal of international working class solidarity.' You
can hear that doctrine on every street corner in Minneapolis.
The socialist cares nothing for national or even MORAL ideals.
Liberty and justice have no meaning for him, except as applied
to HIS class. His philosophy is materialistic and atheistic
throughout. THE SOCIALIST APPEALS TO PREJUDICE
Ai TD FOSTERS HATE."
Seven of the twelve jurors who convicted H. J. Hagen were
farmers; three others were union men and laborers; only t o,
by any possible stretch of the imagination could be styled representatives of "Big Business."

THE RED
WHO

ID

? fER ' PO TD TED CH

GOOD?
A fat e charge that Attorney General Langer had d clar d
all postdated farmer ' checks poor collateral wa advanced in
the re olution hich Mr. Townley's league legi lature forced
throu h t the recent sp cial se sion. Had the e resolutions
be n directed again t
. Townley him elf, ther ~·ould hav
been some justice in them, for Mr. Townley, under oath, t stifying
b fore a congressional committee, did make that assertion as
the following transcript will prove:
[Hearings before the Committee on
ilitary affairs, U. S.
Senate, May 1st, 1918.]
Mr. Townley: The membership is somewhat around 209,000J
and each member pays 8.00.
Senator Reed: That brings it up to approximately $1,600,000
a year.
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ME ORANDU
t is well establi bed by tho r cord of the Nonparti an league
that approximately 50 p r c nt of all membership du are paid
in cash. This mean that postdated check are taken for 50
p r cent of all of their income.
From Mr. Townley's sworn statement before the senate committee, which precedes, it will be s en that from 26 to 30 per
cent of all memb r hips were not paid. What do s this mean?
It i best illustrated by taking an average of one hundred
memberships. Fifty per cent wer~ paid in cash. Twenty-five
to thirty per cent are. never paid. This twenty-five to thirty
per cent of the total amount of memberships must therefore be
deducted from the postdated checks, which leave from twenty
to twenty-five out of fifty checks that are paid. In other words,
from fifty to sixty per cent of all postdated checks, upon the
sworn statement of Ir. Townley, are never paid.

SHAVlNG
1
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Mr. Townley: If they are all paid. I would uggcst in this
connection that the membership pay these dues by the use of
postdated checks, and sometimes they arc not· always cashed.
We are not always able to cash them.
Senator Reed: Do you mean that there is defalcation?
Mr. Townley: Quite a large amount.
~enator Reed: Can you give us an idea what the income is?
We do not want to know how many default and how many give
you bad checks, but tell us what the income is.
Mr. To"\\'Illey: You want to ascertain the disloyalty of the
membership?
Senator Reed: Not in order to ascertain the disloyalty of the
membership, but to ascertain how many thousands of dollars
these officers who are charged with disloyalty have to handle.
Mr. Townley:· Probably 26 to 30 per cent is not paid.

nA n ·y nn E'J1111 , ,
Barnyard Ethics i a phrase coined by Rev. Allen 0. Birchenough, the fighting parson of St. Thomas, to describe the free
love paradise whose glories the reds are extolling through the
1 orth Dakota state library, and it fits to a tee.
Have not the
reds a trifle over-estimated the number of their dupes in North
Dakota who are willing to go this length to gain the wisp of
a "farmers' economic program"? We believe that the results
of the 1920 elections in North Dakota and in other states will
convince Trotzky, Lenine, Goldman, Eastman, Townley and
others of this school that they have made haste too rapidly:
The hunter cannot compromise with the wild bear; there can
be no compromise between Constitutional Government and Revolutionary Socialism.-Shutter.
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I K OF I.,EAGUE
There w s n ver a fair r, nor quar r nor hiter man livin
han Terrenc J. Tully of Bi marck. Everybody in th capital
city, ·h re he ha m de hi born or almost a half-century,
knows and admires thl splendid hero of more than four year '
ervice to the Union durin the Civil War. Terrenc Tully wa
born on the ould sod; like all Irishmen, he i
lover of liberty
and a hater of lie n e ma queradlng under liberty's fair gul e.
r. Tully w nt back f
week ago to hi boyhood home in
Philadelphia, and he looked around, with hi twinkling blue
eyes wide open a usual, and he compared conditions he aw
in the City of Brotherly Love with those which he had left behind in what Townleyism is making a City of Beastly Hate, and
he
ote back the following letter to the Burleigh County
Farmers' Pres , league or an in the county where the North

that is peculativ
anarchist in that ense. So it i difficult to hare the pretended
ppr hensions of tho e ho y they fear th
nor Frazi r, in procl imlng martial Jaw, nd
izing the co l
mine of the tate, the ituation was fearful, omething h d to
b done- o
ny "Any Port in a Storm."
verthele , hi
ction savored tron of Party Politics, and I doubt if one out
of ten, of the Nonparti an 1 gue, know what they are driving
at-making speculative anarchy, practical anarchy, nd driving
the state headlong to bankruptcy.
The Right of Property
It is a common error of the Nonpartisan league to confound
the Pos ession of Rights with the Right of Po e ion. The
latter is based on common sense, the l ws of nature, and the
Evolution of Human ociety; the former i ery arbitrarily fixed

A
'I

Dakota eapftol is located. Ancl th Farm rs' Press, so fr
and
so independent, da1·ed not publish it. But the Red Flame is
proud to give it here in full, and it tru ~ts that its truths, which
come straight from the heart, may sink home:
"We are all smarting under the reformed tax levy, and request space to say-our-say on the subject. First, I am not
in favor of state ownership of railroads, for the loss to the
community of the taxes they pay and secondly for the deterioration the roads would suffer under state management, causing untold loss to the public.
Socialism or Anarchy
There is a world-wide difference between speculative anarchy
and practical anarchy. The former by no means leads to the
latter.
All of us whose lives are not sordidly selfish and narrow-are
dreamers, builders of ideal worlds, organizers of an ideal state,

.- - -

by laws which are the r verse of just.
It is very important that we should bear this in mind, because all the Philosophical schools which ostensibly deny the
Right to Possess in reality, only fight against its abuse; the
Possession-the possession of Rights. Even the most radical
advocates of liberty cannot free themselves from the idea that
certain circumstances convey the right to ownership to the individual or the community. The principle of the right to every
man to dispose of his possessions even beyond the grave has
also been upheld by legislators of all times.
To destroy these :fundamental laws of our civilization would
throw us back to worse than Barbarism, ior to these rights we
owe the development of the human race, the progress of society,
and the increase of wealth and prosperity. Without such rights
neither agriculture, nor industry, nor science can thrive. I cannot bear the thought of the state running the utilities-such

THE RED FLAME
as mill , stores, tc., and by and by no on
ould work, or at
least, it would be lik convict labor.
The con titution of the e United Stat ha ample room for
all the reforms that are good for us,1 I t us look at it as our
forefather did, nd b hold, they prospered-down with 'Latherdash.' I am 1th my friend Charle Iackay hen he wrote:
And not from birth, but honest worth
H ve palace, park, a' that;
man m y own some real estate,
Be thrict a man for a' that.'
1200 Broadway.
Terrence J. Tully."
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In conclu ion, THE RED FL E urges that America awak .
The danger is real and imminent.
THE RED FLA IE Ic nelth r red nor yellow in principle.
You, if you love your country, your home and your family,
can afford to be neither.
It Is time for every real American to get into the fight, and
it is a very real fight, for the preservation of constitutional government, private rights and human liberty.
We have seen a report to the United States department of

,o RVSSIA
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justice which we are not at llberty to quote, and which, If we
Ellen Key, whose books are not allowed to circulate in her did quot, would freeze your very marrow, which convinces us
own country, says through the orth D kota public library that that nothing which can b put into cold type would do justice
the goal of Jl"ree Love is more babies and better babies, and to the situation which confronts u .
that this end cannot be attained so long a the old-fashioned
It Is up to you to elth r ave America, or leave America, and
and decidedly vulgar and lmproper-"immoral" we believe she if America perishes, where in all the world will there be safety
terms it-system of marriage persists. And in this same North for you and yours?
Dakota public library, in a book which is so vile that we will
Bolshevism is not a theory in America: IT IS A FACT.
not mention' its name, but which bears the card of the travBolshevism claims FIFTEEN MILLION ADHERENTS, men
eling library, which means that it is intended by "Rev." George and women, in this land of ours.
Totten et al for general circulation. Upton Sinclair bewails
The Reds are organized; the blacks are organized, and what
the fact that Christianity and the law stand between him and have you to combat them?
the propagation of a simple, almost costless syst.em of child
America has no army worthy of the name.
murder, which is an unfailing preventive of babies.
We have no national guard.
Whom shall we believe, Rev. Totten?
The REDS have seen to it that every act designed to organize
Is FREE LOVE a policy of more babies, and less love, as a competent army which would protect us against BOLSHEVISM
Ellen Key attempts to tell us, or Is it, as Mr. Sinclair assures has been voted down!
us, a system under which there wlll be more love and fewer
Congress cannot or dare not act.
babies? We are relying upon your intelligence and insight
The time has come when we, the people, must act, or yield
Into these matters for an answer.
our necks to the block.
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